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Abstract 
There is an increasing interest in the concept of travel experience due to its critical role in 
promoting sustainable transport modes. However, the complex nature of people’s travel 
leads to a multidimensional and sophisticated concept of travel experience. Therefore, 
travel experience becomes a concept that requires an integrated land use and transport 
planning approach that can communicatively merge different types of knowledges 
involved in transport planning. However, there is a gap in planning literature in 
understanding how travel experience can be effectively used in an integrated planning 
process, which is also affected by the socio-material context of planning organisations. 
 
The aim of this study is to explicate the lessons learnt about challenges of implementing 
travel experience into an integrated planning process in a mid-sized Nordic city, i.e., Lahti 
in Finland. The study aims at unravelling the values and conceptions of planners while 
they are muddling through complexities and interdependencies of human-centric 
planning issues within organisational dynamics. This study takes a change-oriented, 
design science approach to the research methodology. 
 
Overall, the study shows that practitioners recognise the value of travel experience as a 
potentially useful planning concept. Findings suggest that practitioners’ values concerning 
the implementation possibilities of travel experience are at a transition from an 
instrumental rationality model to communicative rationality model, framed by the 
interdependencies between usefulness and usability of experiences with travel. Findings 
also show that technologies used in the planning processes mediate as well as shape the 
conceptions of planners for operationalising experiential input. Findings also show that 
practitioners do not always recognise the need for reflection, leading to disruptions in the 
generation of new units of knowledge. Finally, the dynamic and non-linear model of 
organisational learning is challenging to capture with the current research methods. 
Further studies on producing research methods accounting for the sociological side of the 
planning practice are necessitated. 
Keywords  travel experience, integrated planning, participatory planning, organisational 
learning  
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    “By far the greatest and most admirable form of wisdom is that 
needed to plan and beautify cities and human communities.” 
               – Socrates 
 
1 Introduction 
Pursuing the transition out of car dependency is irreducibly connected to transforming 
lifestyles. These lifestyles frame and, at the same time, are framed by the urban mobility 
systems. Ultimately, framing lifestyles and daily travel activities is the most challenging 
centrepiece of achieving more sustainable mobility systems (Banister et al., 2013). 
Bilateral relations between people’s lifestyles and their daily mobility behaviours have 
placed the idea of influencing mobility behaviour on the agenda of transport planning 
research (Acker, Goodwin & Witlox, 2016). Among several currents of research on 
altering the daily mobility behaviour, there is an increasing interest in the concept of travel 
experience (for example, see Schiefelbusch, 2010; Gärling, 2018; De Vos et al., 2015; 
Friman, Ettema & Olsson, 2018; De Vos & Witlox, 2017). The particular focus on travel 
experience is due to its -recently acknowledged- critical role in promoting sustainable 
transport modes (De Vos et al., 2018; Friman, Ettema & Olsson, 2018). Kahneman and 
Krueger (2006) point out that the change for a desired behaviour is more likely to occur if 
the person can link positive emotional responses with the execution of the behaviour. More 
specifically, a consistent positive experience of travel by a certain transport mode has the 
potential to affect the mobility behaviour into more frequent use of that transport mode in 
the future (Friman, Ettema & Olsson, 2018). To this end, experiences during travel 
activities gained attention in transport research since early 2000s (for example, see 
Mokhtarian & Salomon, 2001) and since 2010s within well-being studies (for example, see 
Ettema et al., 2010; Ettema et al., 2011; Ettema et al., 2016; Bergstad et al., 2011; Olsson 
et al., 2013; De Vos et al., 2013; De Vos et al., 2017; De Vos, 2018) This thesis also 
follows the general trends of focusing on quality of travel time, beyond the sole focus on 
quantity of travel time. 
Within the currently dominant transport planning thinking, travel time is perceived as a 
disutility and evaluated in terms of opportunity cost, following the economic 
underpinnings of the transport planning profession (Metz, 2008; Schiefelbusch, 2010; 
Banister et al., 2013). In this line of thinking, inevitably the conditions of the actual act of 
travel are marginalised (Schiefelbusch, 2010). Mokhtarian and Salomon (2001) argue that 
the mainstream conceptualisation of travel as a derived demand is myopic. They assert that 
people can also see the travel itself as an activity that they take pleasure out of, due to 
several reasons such as enjoyment of a route. Similarly, Banister et al. (2013) and 
Schiefelbusch (2010) suggest that the predominance of civil engineering skills in the 
transport engineering profession, together with the economic thinking, assumes that 
infrastructure provision is the single most means to have an impact on the conditions of 
urban mobility. This also undermines the value of the conditions of the travel itself. 
Moreover, this economic thinking and the primacy of the engineering skills fall short in 
recognising the “human” side of travel. The act of moving is a fundamental condition of 
human nature. More than a simply means to reach spatially-dispersed activities, travel is a 
social, political, physical, technical and cultural (Jensen, 2013) phenomenon with 
meanings attached.  
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Systematic studies on the travel experience have been mostly seen within well-being 
studies and travel satisfaction studies, even though the term “travel experience” is not 
explicitly used within those studies and travel experience only constitutes a smaller 
fraction of the focus of those studies. Earlier well-being studies have shown that domain-
specific context of travel contributes to the overall well-being (Olsson et al., 2018). 
According to De Vos et al. (2013), travel affects well-being through experiences during 
destination-oriented travel (for example, see Morris & Guerra, 2015b), activity 
participation enabled by travel (Ettema et al., 2010), activities during destination-oriented 
travel (Lyons et al., 2007), trips where travel is the activity (for example, see Mokhtarian 
& Salomon, 2001), and through potential travel (for example, see Currie et al., 2010). The 
focus of previous research has been mainly on the spatial and social factors for well-being, 
concluding that well-being is subjectively experienced, has multiple dimensions and 
encompasses cognitive and affective long-term and short-term aspects (Schwanen & 
Wang, 2014). Similar to well-being studies, Duarte et al. (2010) argue that the concept of 
happiness as the perceived satisfaction of a mode of transport should be an integral part of 
project evaluation as the competitiveness of alternatives can be also measured by the 
derived long-term happiness. Travel satisfaction studies, on the other hand, conceptualise 
travel satisfaction as the experienced emotions during a trip and the cognitive evaluation of 
this trip (De Vos & Witlox, 2017; Mao et al., 2016). Travel satisfaction studies have 
focused so far on the interdependencies between travel satisfaction and transport modes 
(for example, see De Vos et al., 2016; Fellesson & Friman, 2012), trip duration (for 
example, see Morris & Guerra, 2015a), traveller group (for example, see St-Louis et al., 
2014, Redman et al., 2013; Gatersleben & Uzzell, 2007), residential location (for example, 
see Cao & Ettema, 2014; De Vos & Witlox, 2017, ), attitudes (for example, see Ye & 
Titheridge, 2017) and waiting during the travel (for example, see Friman, 2010).  
Apart from the studies within well-being and travel satisfaction fields, there have been 
examples of other studies which aim at explicating experiences with travel. In his 
formative study, Schiefelbusch (2010) defines travel experience as the sensual and 
perceptual impressions acquired through all senses while travelling. He also points out that 
due to its multi-perceptual nature, different elements of the mobility ecosystem as well as 
the planning decisions can affect travel experience. However, he points out that travellers’ 
perception of the travel is not accounted for in transport planning despite of its capacity for 
creating the desire for physical movement. Moreover, the field of aesthetics also 
contributed to the existing body of travel experience research by pointing out that travel 
has an aesthetic dimension (Naukkarinen, 2005; Maskit, 2017). Also in the field of 
aesthetics, Stefansdottir (2014) explicates the aesthetic experiences of cyclists as a 
multisensory phenomenon. Similarly, several studies explicate the experiences with 
walking (for example, see Bassett, 2004; Matos Wunderlich, 2008, Middleton, 2010; 
Johansson et al., 2016). Experiences with public transport have also received attention (for 
example, see Fellesson & Friman, 2012). Finally, travel experience of car users has also 
been explicated in several studies (for example, see Mann & Abraham, 2006; Sheller, 
2004). 
The complex nature of people’s travel as well as their experiences with travel leads to a 
multidimensional and sophisticated concept of travel experience. The discourse transcends 
beyond the comfort of a transport vehicle or the physical context of a leisurely trip. 
Therefore, travel experience becomes a concept that requires a more comprehensive look 
than transport planning can provide alone for its effective implementation into planning 
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processes. The complexity of travel experience requires an integrated land use and 
transport planning approach that can communicatively merge different types of 
knowledges such as citizens’ participatory experiential knowledge, technical as well as 
practice-centred knowledges of the experts in relation to the knowledge of local political 
conditions (te Brömmelstroet & Bertolini, 2010; Vigar, 2017). However, there is a gap in 
planning literature that researches how this multidimensional concept of travel experience 
can be made useful and usable in a communicative, integrated planning process. 
Furthermore, there is also a lack of studies that account for the effect of the socio-material 
context of planning organisations on the planning processes, when it comes to the 
operationalisation of such a disaggregate concept with conflicting implications to the 
process as well as to its actors.        
The aim of this study is to explicate the lessons learnt about challenges of operationalising 
citizens’ experiences with travel into an integrated planning process in a mid-sized Nordic 
city, i.e., Lahti in Finland. The study aims at unravelling the values and conceptions of 
planners while they are muddling through complexities and interdependencies of planning 
issues within organisational dynamics. In particular, the focus is on the implementation of 
participatory and experiential citizen input in a usable and useful way into the planning 
process. In this case, this study is not a study of planning practice in general but rather in a 
contextualised manner, which makes the subject matter of the study about not only 
planning practice but also about organisational learning. The outcome of the study is 
twofold. First, this study presents a snapshot of the challenges planers are facing and their 
conceptualisations. In doing so, the study contributes to the current planning practice with 
lessons learnt from the research outcomes. Second, the study contributes to the planning 
practice research with presenting the lessons learnt from the research process of this study. 
In the following chapters, the needs and challenges of integrated and participatory planning 
in relation to knowledge and organisational learning are presented in Chapter 2. Then, in 
Chapter 3, the case city Lahti and the planning context are presented. Chapter 4 discusses 
the research approach and presents the research stages in detail, especially focusing on the 
development of an online, public participation survey and on the group discussion held 
with the practitioners from the case city. Findings of the study are explicated in Chapter 5. 
Chapter 6 contains discussion of lessons in relation to research outcomes and lessons about 
the research process. The study ends with conclusions presented in Chapter 7.    
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2 Organisational Learning in Integrated and Participatory 
Planning 
 2.1 Integrated and Participatory Planning 
Both land use planning and transport planning research have been increasingly interested 
in the integration of these two disciplines, especially on the account of that cities have been 
under constant pressures from sustainability challenges (for example, see Waddell et al., 
2007; Banister, 2008; Straatemeier & Bertolini, 2008; te Brömmelstroet & Bertolini, 2008; 
te Brömmelstroet & Bertolini, 2010; Hrelja, 2015). Banister (2008) argues that an 
integrative approach to land use and transport planning is necessitated since the reason for 
difficulties in the transport planning field often does not stem from the inadequacies or 
faults of the transport system itself but rather from other relevant aspects of urban 
environment. Similarly, Stead, Geerlings & Shiftan (2012) point out that in order to 
achieve sustainability goals, a comprehensive, long-term, multi-faceted and multi-levelled 
coordination of different sectors alongside the transport sector should be established. The 
claimed contribution of such integration is that land use planning and transport planning 
can provide complementary support to each other and create a synergic approach to the 
challenges cities have been facing in a level that neither of the professions can reach on 
their own (te Brömmelstroet & Bertolini, 2010; Geerlings & Stead, 2003; Curtis & James, 
2004). 
Having been affected by the long-standing practices of siloed thinking, integration of land 
use and transport planning is a rather difficult endeavour. Te Brömmelstroet & Bertolini 
(2010) argue that there are two types of major barriers to land use and transport planning 
integration, one being institutional differences and the other being substantive differences. 
Institutional differences refer to, for example, different units of planning having their own 
budgets to achieve their own objectives through their own procedural means or lack of 
interest in integration on an institutional level. On the other hand, substantive differences 
refer to, for example, discrepancies in “planning objects (places vs. networks/flows); tools 
and instruments (e.g., spatial GIS vs. mathematical transport models); operational modes 
(holistic visioning vs. optimising problem solving); and educational carriers” (te 
Brömmelstroet & Bertolini, 2010). Due to these differences, one of the essentials barriers 
towards the integration has been claimed to be the lack of a common language (te 
Brömmelstroet & Bertolini, 2008), and this has remained to be a persistent challenge. The 
practitioners as well as the researchers of the two fields have developed their own lexicon 
as they have different tools at their disposal and more importantly their conceptualisations 
of the built environment are distinctive (te Brömmelstroet, 2010). These discrepancies in 
the practices and the languages of land use planners and transport planners have inevitably 
created professions that work towards the same goals, e.g., resource efficiency, on the 
same spatial level, e.g., city level, but in their own organisational silos. Similarly, 
Mäntysalo & Kanninen (2013) describe the situation as the case of two autonomous yet 
mutually-dependent disciplines.   
The addition of local and experiential inputs from the citizens to the repertoire of 
knowledge-informed planning paradigm (Kahila-Tani et al., 2016) has been transforming 
both land use planning transport planning even though transport planning has been 
relatively slower to adopt the changes (Mladenović et al., 2018), further increasing the 
discrepancies between the professional knowledge bases. Public participation is considered 
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to be integral for both professions, through the recognition of the plurality of voices in a 
democratic society (for example, see Healey, 1997) and enhancing the quality of planning 
outcomes (for example, see Kahila-Tani et al., 2016). However, the latter has been 
especially challenging due to the fact that recognition of use value does not necessarily 
bring about the conditions for usefulness. Inspired by the planning support systems 
literature (for example, see Pelzer, 2017; te Brömmelstroet, 2017; Champlin et al., 2018; 
Goodspeed, 2016); the concepts of usefulness and usability can be introduced here to 
explicate the additional strains on the practical and theoretical knowledge databases of land 
use planning and transport planning. As argued by Pelzer (2017), contextually-specific 
characteristics of the planning task require the development of certain technologies, 
collectively amounting to the degree by which the planning support system can enhance 
the planning process (i.e., utility) (see Figure 1). The easiness of utilising the suggested 
utility (i.e., usability) eventually affects the influence on the planning practice. However, 
the vagueness in the operationalisation characteristics (i.e., usability) and in the added 
value for the planning practice (i.e., usefulness) of participatory input lead to 
implementation bottlenecks. Therefore, addition of citizens’ experiential inputs whose 
implementation into the process of city making is not so straightforward creates further 
tensions on the existing knowledge databases of land use planners and transport planners.  
 
Figure 1. Usefulness as an outcome of utility and usability (Pelzer, 2017) 
The integration of knowledge databases of land use planning and transport planning has 
been challenged even further by recognising the limitations of the narrow instrumental 
rationality in planning practice (Healey, 1992; Morçöl, 2001; Willson, 2001; Lindelöw, 
2016). The narrow professional lens of transport planning sector is an inevitable outcome 
of profession’s underpinnings framed by economic thinking and engineering skills 
(Schiefelbusch, 2010). Willson (2001) argues that transport planning professionals use the 
language of numbers as a value-free, objective, definitive and exact description of the 
world. He further explicates the differences between instrumental and communicative 
rationality in Figure 2. Similarly, land use planners have also been criticised by their 
myopic take on the complex, uncertain, unstable, unique and value-laden nature of city-
making (for example, see Schön, 1983). Signalling a transition for both land use and 
transport planners (Willson, 2001; Campbell & Marshall, 2000), the awareness that 
instrumental rationality model of planning is inadequate in deciding the goals, drafting 
alternative pathways and selecting the best possible alternative has paved the way for a 
transition to a communicative rationality ideal in planning. The main premise of the 
communicative rationality ideal is the social process of reasoning together (Healey, 1992), 
even though a myriad of names are given to the process (te Brömmelstroet et al., 2006). As 
argued by Willson (2001), that the communicative rationality ideal is based on the 
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interaction of multiple actors, unlike a single actor-based exclusive procedure instrumental 
rationality model, and recognises the value of learning together and navigating through 
numerous types of knowledge for deliberative actions. Communicative rationality ideal 
puts the emphasis on increasing the capacity for deliberative, democratic and transparent 
decision-making for plurality of problems. To this end, the communicative rationality ideal 
naturally encompasses a professional-level integration of land use planning and transport 
planning, together with the citizens’ contextualised experiential knowledge in the process 
and in fact, with many other sectors and stakeholders having an interest in the making of a 
city.    
 
 
Figure 2. Comparison of instrumental and communicative rationality (Willson, 2001) 
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 2.2 Knowledges Framing and Reflection 
A set of mutually accepted and understood concepts, i.e., the common knowledge of 
integrated planning, is sought after in order to tackle the so-called language barrier of 
transport planners and land use planners who also need to work with a more dispersed and 
experiential kind of knowledge held by citizens. However, the communicative rationality 
ideal fails to direct planners to integrate these distinctive kinds of knowledge (te 
Brömmelstroet et al., n.d.). Te Brömmelstroet and Bertolini (2010) propose a mechanism 
of knowledge generation, based on Nonaka and Takeuchi (1995, as cited in te 
Brömmelstroet & Bertolini, 2010), in order to connect the communication gaps among 
practitioners, citizens, researchers and many other parties involved. Knowledge generation 
mechanism iteratively spans between technical aspects of knowledge and personal aspects 
of knowledge. Through this mechanism, not only new units of knowledge are generated 
but also transformative aspects of newly created units of knowledge emerge (te 
Brömmelstroet & Bertolini, 2010).      
In order to comprehend the knowledge generation mechanism better, the two basic 
distinctions between knowledge types should be elaborated, as tacit and explicit 
knowledge. Explicit knowledge, also referred as systemised knowledge by Healey (1997), 
can be described as the expert knowledge gained through an accumulation of professional 
know-how (Smith, 2001). According to Schön (1983, p.23), systemised professional 
knowledge is “specialised, firmly bounded, scientific and standardised”. Therefore, explicit 
knowledge has been on the focus of both transport planning and land use planning due to 
its practicality of implementation. Tacit knowledge, on the other hand, is a type of 
knowledge that is more difficult to openly surface and be codified, explained and shared as 
it is gained through personal experiences (Smith, 2001). Schön (1983, p.49) writes: 
 “When we go about the spontaneous, intuitive performance of the actions 
 of everyday life, we show ourselves to be knowledgeable in a special way. 
 Often we cannot say what it is that we know. When we try to describe it, 
 we find ourselves at  a loss, or we produce descriptions that are 
 obviously inappropriate. Our knowing is ordinarily tacit, implicit in 
 our patterns of action and in our feel for the stuff with which we are 
 dealing. It seems right to say that our knowing is in our action.” 
Schön (1983, p.61) asserts that a means to unravel the hidden nature of tacit knowledge is 
reflection. Actively thinking about the action itself, its underlying values, 
(mis)conceptions, goals and assumptions in relation to the socio-material context framing 
the action can help the practitioners with revealing the tacit knowledge. The recognition of 
reflection being actively used in planning practice has gradually occurred. As suggested by 
Hase (2014), the idea can be traced back to Confucius, who rendered reflection as the 
noblest way to acquire wisdom, and to Socrates, who claimed that an unexamined life is 
not worth living. Reaching modern times, Dewey suggested that meaning in thought is 
facilitated by reflection (Hase, 2014). Kolb (1984) developed a cyclical learning model 
called Experiential Learning Model in which reflection plays a central role. Schön (1984) 
elaborated the idea of a reflective practitioner in his seminal work. Vigar (2017) 
contributes to the taxonomy of knowledge types present in transport planning by adding 
two more, namely, embodied local knowledge and political knowledge. He suggests that 
technical knowledge (explicit knowledge) and knowledge of what works (tacit knowledge) 
should be understood together with the knowledge of citizens’ values and political climate. 
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Nevertheless, he also suggests that iterative reflection of the ways in which different 
knowledge types come together can help define the integration plane of transport planning 
processes. Eventually, reflection plays a crucial role in the integration of the distinctive 
sets of knowledges to be found in the repertoire of land use planners and transport 
planners, especially having in mind the complexity of the sustainability challenges in the 
urban landscape and the need for transformative thinking. 
 2.3 Organisational Learning for Transformation:  
 Expansive Learning 
The complexities and interdependencies of sustainability pressures on the professional 
decision-making process introduce an adaptive and interactive model of organisational 
development which is able to address the ambiguity, uncertainty and uniqueness of the 
process (Khakee et al., 2000). To this end, organisational learning activities leading to 
transformative knowledge generation become essential. Being more than a linear 
accumulation of facts and information, organisation learning should also cater for creation 
of new units of knowledge and mental models. In the framework of organisational 
learning, a learning individual cannot be automatically aggregated to a learning 
organisation (Wang & Ahmed, 2003). Organisational learning requires a social interaction 
among its members. Furthermore, these social interactions also create the socio-material 
context of the learning organisation.    
Expansive learning theory (Engeström, 1987) is introduced in this study for its 
understanding of organisational knowledge in terms of instability and vagueness, two 
concepts that naturally emerge in the making of organisational transformation. Expansive 
Learning Theory suggests that practitioners learn new institutional habits and actions as 
those habits and actions are being created by the practitioners. Through this dynamic 
knowledge generation process, expert knowledge required to adapt and respond to the 
emerging challenges can be simultaneously materialised as organisational habits. Unlike a 
more traditional version of learning (the one who knows teaches and the one who does not 
know receives the knowledge in a manner decided by the one who teaches), expansive 
learning theory acknowledges that during transformative learning, the learning subject 
might be unstable or undefined (Boelens & de Roo, 2014), which is the case for the wicked 
problems (Rittel & Webber, 1973) of 
the planning practice most of the 
time. As seen in Figure 3, expansive 
learning takes place in iterative cycles 
of reflective actions within collective 
learning dynamics of the organisation 
as a learning community rather than a 
learning individual (Engeström, 
1987). The cyclical and iterative 
expansive learning model suggests a 
dynamic, ever-changing and non-
linear understanding of organisational 
learning, accounting for reflective 
practices and the social and technical 
climate of the organisation.  
Figure 3. Expansive learning cycle (Kangasoja, 2017) 
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3 Planning Context 
The City of Lahti (CoL) was chosen as the case city of this study, due to its being a large 
enough city that experiences the sustainability challenges as many cities. In addition, CoL 
is an interesting example from the planning perspective, having a continuous, data-
intensive, strategic integrated planning system with a special focus on public participation. 
Choosing the CoL as the case city can be interpreted as the study of a critical case 
(Flyvbjerg, 2006) for integrated and participatory planning practices to some extent, given 
the fact that the challenges identified in the CoL are relatively common. Similar to other 
rapidly urbanising cities in Finland and in the world, the CoL is struggling with climate 
change issues, simultaneous densification and urban sprawl and streetscape design under 
limited resources. Therefore, lessons learnt from the CoL have the potential to inform the 
planning practice and research on integrated and participatory planning. 
 3.1 Finnish Planning System 
The Finnish planning system is described, organised and regulated primarily by the Land 
Use and Building Act. The Land Use and Planning Act principally aims at reducing 
planning bureaucracy and increasing performance of the planning system (Puustinen et al., 
2017). The Finnish planning system is a hierarchical and regulatory land use planning 
system with four statutory instruments. As defined by the Land Use and Planning Act, the 
higher level instruments guide the lower level instruments. On the upper level, national 
land use guidelines oversee that the national priorities and objectives are reflected on the 
land use plans. These guidelines are prepared in the form of writing by the Council of 
State. On the second level, regional plans deal with regional level land use and community 
structure issues, such as regional level planning of transport and technical services or the 
ecosystem of regional businesses. Regional plans are prepared by regional councils which 
are not elected governments per se but contain members from the participating 
municipalities (Land Use and Planning Act, n.d.). Local master plans, on the third level, 
are considered as the physical representation of the city structure and drawn by the 
municipalities. Local master plans also lay out guidelines on integrating functions of the 
city. Finally, on the lowest level, there are local detailed plans which are also drawn by 
municipalities. Local detailed plans set the grounds for building permits through a detailed 
description of the use of land, prescribe the “good building practice” and set the conditions 
for special planning areas (Land Use and Building Act, n.d.). The strong position of the 
municipalities for the local master planning and detailed planning was ensured by the Land 
Use and Planning Act (Puustinen et al., 2017).  
 3.2 City of Lahti 
Lahti is located in Southern Finland, 100 kilometres north of the capital Helsinki (see 
Figure 4). The CoL was founded in 1905. Similar to most Finnish cities, before going 
through a period of rapid urbanisation after 1970s due to industrialisation in Finland that 
started in the 1960s, Lahti used to be a modest village depended on the its western 
neighbour Hollola, a wealthy agricultural municipality (City Introduction & Context, n.d.). 
A merger agreement between Lahti and the neighbouring municipality Nastola (shown in 
Figure 4) has been in effect since early 2016, which caused Lahti to more than triple its 
area yet to increase its population only by 15000 inhabitants. Currently, it is home to 
approximately 120000 inhabitants. Table 1 shows the changes in population, area, 
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population density following the merger as well as the current GDP and climatic 
conditions of the city (City Introduction & Context, n.d.).  
 
Figure 4. Map showing the location of Lahti and Nastola, in relation to Helsinki and other major cities in 
Southern Finland. 
Table 1. Table showing the population, area, population density changes before and after the merger and the GDP 
measures and climate classification as of 2016 (City Introduction & Context, n.d.) 
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The CoL operates with three departments, namely, the Departments of Administrative 
Affairs, Education Services and Urban Environment (Governance, n.d.). Within the 
Department of Administrative Affairs, a cross-sectoral, operational level master planning 
working group functions as the responsible body for preparing the master planning 
documents to be used in the decision-making process. This working group is administered 
by a cross-sectoral master planning steering group which is in charge of overseeing 
whether the strategic goals are met by the working group. 
The strategy of the city was decided after the merger with Nastola in 2016 and it is 
articulated as “We are internationally successful as a bold environmental city for people 
and businesses”. The execution of the city strategy is supported with five transformation 
programmes having nearly thirty primary goals each (Governance, n.d.). 
As seen in Figure 5, the vast majority of Lahti is covered with green areas with 
imperviousness of approximately 65%. The inner city is densely populated, with 63 
inhabitants per hectare while the overall city has the population density of 18 inhabitants 
per hectare. However, 99% of the citizens live maximum 300 metres away from a green 
urban area (Sustainable Land Use, n.d.). The built environment (referred as “overall city” 
in Figure 5) primarily concentrates around the inner city and the rest stretches along the 
railway on east-west direction.   
 
Figure 5. The current land use situation (Sustainable Land Use, n.d.) 
The current situation of urban mobility is primarily based on private car (see Figure 6). 
Half of all journeys under 5 kilometres is made by a private car whereas the share of 
cycling trips is 14.1% and share of trips on foot is 29.4%. Nevertheless, 82.8% of the 
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population live maximum 300 metres away from an hourly or more frequent public 
transport service (Sustainable Urban Mobility, n.d.).   
 
Figure 6. The current modal split. Sustainable Urban Mobility, n.d. 
Within the Finnish planning system, the CoL has a continuous local master planning 
system which ties the 4-year terms of each city council to one cycle of master planning 
(Sustainable Land Use, n.d.), which is quite unique in Finland as well as in the EU. The 
rationale of the continuous master planning system is to integrate a long term planning 
perspective into incremental, short term and adaptive planning operations. The master plan 
essentially brings together the city strategy with urban and transport planning. The master 
planning process is concerned with the whole city and is an integrated planning process 
which takes into account services planning, transport, businesses, and environmental 
protection alongside with land use issues. As seen in Figure 7, the cycle starts with 
strategic goal setting and proceeds with drafting of alternatives. The last two years of the 
process are dedicated to impact 
assessment and implementation 
assessment (Sustainable Land 
Use, n.d.). The continuous 
planning system is audited by 20 
ecological, social and financial 
measures (Governance, n.d.).  
The master planning cycle of 
2017-2020 includes the 
development of a Sustainable 
Urban Mobility Plan (SUMP – an 
EU level policy framework for 
improving the accessibility of 
urban areas and providing high-
quality and sustainable mobility, 
(the SUMP Concept, n.d.)). The 
CoL follows a transit-oriented 
development model with which 
the city growth is consolidated in 
the centre and along main public 
transport routes (Sustainable 
Figure 7. The master planning cycle of 2017-2020 in the CoL  
(Sustainable Land Use, n.d.) 
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Urban Mobility, n.d.). Especially in the city centre, expansion of high quality bike lanes 
and sidewalks is planned through redirecting of the car traffic (Sustainable Urban Mobility, 
n.d.). According to the mobility and city structure goals of the environmental programme, 
the CoL strives to ensure that 50% of trips shorter than 5 kilometres are done by cycling or 
walking by 2021. By 2050, they want to achieve a carbon-free mobility with a dense yet 
high-quality urban environment (Governance, n.d.). The development plan concerning 
cycling and walking for 2025 strives to change the attitudes of the citizens towards the use 
of active transport modes, to develop the walking and cycling network infrastructure and to 
have a dense urban structure with services within walking and cycling distance 
(Sustainable Urban Mobility, n.d.).   
The Land Use and Building Act requires that each municipality has to provide equal 
opportunities of participation to the citizens: 
 “The Act also aims to ensure that everyone has the right to participate in the 
 preparation process, and that planning is high quality and interactive, that 
 expertise is comprehensive and that there is open provision of information on 
 matters being  processed.” (Land Use and Building Act, n.d.) 
Therefore, one of the main pillars of the continuous master planning of the CoL is its 
emphasis on public participation. The CoL undertakes a variety of public participation 
processes, ranging from online public participation surveys to workshops in which citizens 
can find a chance to talk to the city officials face-to-face (Sustainable Land Use, n.d.).  
For data management practices, Trimble Locus GIS is utilised as a planning support 
system in the CoL. Trimble Locus Webmap is used by the city officials only while Trimble 
Internet Map Services are open to the public. All available data, including the datasets 
coming from public participation surveys, are stored and made available to the city 
officials.   
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4 Change-oriented Design Science Approach 
The central pillar of the research approach was to defy the so-called dichotomy of theory 
and practice, following the idea of an “experiential case study analysis” by Straatemeier et 
al. (2010). For a practice whose subject matters are becoming increasingly complex, 
multidimensional and interdependent and thus whose modus operandi is constantly being 
challenged, neither academia nor active practice is able to generate silver bullet solutions 
on their own. Instead, as argued by Straatemeier et al. (2010), transformative thinking and 
actions have to emerge out of close cooperation between researchers and practitioners, by 
accounting for the context of planning, not only in terms of the realit ies and demands of 
the planning task at hand but also in terms of institutional practices and traditions in which 
those planning tasks are handled. Such an interactive approach to planning research lays 
the foundations of an inclusive research process in which the practitioners are not merely 
the end recipient of research outputs. This approach allows practitioners to assume the role 
of a researcher in the process while framing the planning context as well as introducing the 
institutional realities into the research process.  
Looking at the other side of the coin, while actively engaging with the practitioners instead 
of observing from afar, researchers are able to transcend the boundaries of a descriptive 
and/or explanatory research process and establish their process as a design science research 
(Straatemeier et al., 2010). The approach of design sciences seeks to develop new units of 
knowledge for the design and realisation of artefacts, or to be used in the improvement of 
the performance of existing entities (Romme 2003; Van Aken 2004; Van Aken 2005; van 
Aken & Romme 2009); ergo, has an orientation towards change. This is especially crucial 
given the fact that planning is a future-oriented discipline by nature (Isserman, 1985; 
Myers & Kitsuse, 2000). Future-orientedness inevitably requires an expansion of the 
palette of planning research to accommodate for the ever-changing, increasingly complex 
nature of the “wicked problems” (Rittel & Webber, 1973) of planning for which by-the-
book solutions fall short in generating change for a profession in transition.   
Another premise of experiential case study analysis is the importance of reflective cycles 
(see Figure 8) which occur iteratively and covers a spectrum of knowledge generation 
mechanism between planning practice and planning science (Straatemeier et al. 2010). In 
this model, each cycle of case study maintains the conditions for experiential learning from 
research outputs and at the same time, generates the inputs for the following cycle. Going 
through iterative cycles of experiential learning, both reflection-in-action and reflection-
on-action (Schön 1983), bring about planners’ values, conceptions and emotions embedded 
in specific institutional practices that immensely affect the reasoning behind decision-
making processes which often work as a black box process. These reflective cycles also 
allow the researchers to constantly test their own conceptions, values and habits 
concerning the research objectives as well as methodological choices.   
The research approach employed in this study also recognises the need for contextualised 
understanding of planning practice. Te Brömmelstroet (2015) contends that planning 
research should focus on a contextually-specific assessment of underpinnings that make up 
a specific planning process and related outcomes, rather than a context-free, universal 
understanding of implications. Therefore, this study follows the idea of a hermeneutic 
cycle, a term coined by Heidegger (1927, as cited in Scott-Villiers, 2014), through which a 
whole can be understood in the everyday situatedness of its parts.   
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This study presents and discusses the findings from the first iteration of a longer research 
process - partially within Urban Aesthetics in Motion project- and aims at establishing an 
experiential learning baseline that can form the upcoming steps of the research process in 
an explorative manner.    
 
 
Figure 8. Reflective cycles in experiential case study analysis. O&R = observation and reflection.  FAC = forming 
abstract concepts.  TNS = testing in new situations. CE = concrete experience (Straatemeier et al., 2010) 
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 4.1 Overall Research Process 
 
Figure 9. Milestones of the research process. 
The overall research process follows the timeline of master planning process in Lahti. 
Following the goal setting stage in 2017, in 2018 CoL undertakes the participatory 
planning activities, e.g., My Lahti meetings and online public participation surveys, to 
collect localised, experiential input to be used in the drafting of the alternatives. As seen in 
Figure 9, this research covers an eight-month duration in 2018. The process includes the 
development and execution of an online, map-based public participation survey and a 
group discussion with practitioners in Lahti about the use and analysis of the survey. The 
process also includes the spatial analysis of the survey for producing knowledge to be used 
in the drafting of alternative master plans.  
It should also be noted that the focus of this master’s thesis is the analysis of the group 
discussion and exploring the planners’ needs, challenges and expectations concerning the 
use of the collected data through the public participation survey. The spatial analysis 
process of the collected data, on the other hand, was undertaken by the thesis author 
separately to be submitted to the CoL. Therefore, the summary of the spatial analysis was 
included in Section 4.2.1 for data description purposes only, whereas the detailed analysis 
of the group discussion is presented in Section 5.2.    
 4.2 Detailed Description of Research Process and Roles and 
Responsibilities in the Process 
In this chapter, the research process is explained in details, focusing on the public 
participation survey stage and subsequently the group discussion stage. Activities 
undertaken and actors involved are illustrated in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. Image of activities and roles of involved parties in the research process. 
    4.2.1 Survey Development Stage 
    Objectives 
The primary research objective for the survey development was to collect citizens’ travel 
experiences of travelling in Lahti. The secondary objectives were threefold. First of all, the 
research team aimed at exploring the possibilities of using concepts from the fields of 
aesthetics to further explicate the experiences with travel by linking them to the context 
and atmosphere of the travel. Another objective was to coordinate the survey with the 
parallel public participation activities of the CoL. The My Lahti Workshops (a series of 
workshops in which citizens can visit the pop-up workshop places to provide their input by 
using post-its and map drawings or discussing the issues with the planners in person) 
consisted of two sections, namely, mobility and services. Accordingly, travel experience-
daily services connection became a part of the survey. Last but not least, the survey aimed 
at collecting improvement points respondents would wish for.    
The final objective of the survey can be summarised as understanding the current travel 
experience in Lahti and aesthetic attributes as its constituents, in relation to the everyday 
services citizens use, and collecting the suggestions for improvements from the citizens. 
Accordingly, the survey received the title “My Everyday Places and Travel Experience in 
Lahti (Arjen Paikat ja Reitit Lahdessa in Finnish)”. 
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       Starting Point for the Survey Development 
The Satisfaction with Travel Scale (STS) (Ettema et al., 2011) was taken as a starting point 
for the survey development. STS is a tool for measuring how people perceive travel in 
terms of evaluative happiness (cognitive evaluation) and emotional well-being (affective 
evaluation) (see Ettema et al., 2011; Diener, 1984). STS was developed based on the core 
affects theory (Russell, 1980; Västfjäll et al., 2002). Core affects are defined to be the 
building blocks of the current mood or the emotional response of a person which can be 
explicitly thought about by the person herself (Vastfjall et al. 2002). Although there are 
myriad of models explicating the dimensions of core affects, the theory essentially contains 
two primary dimensions, i.e. valence and activation. Valence is described to be the extent 
of pleasure, ranging between positive and negative, whereas activation is described to be 
arousal or being energised by environmental stimuli, ranging between activated and 
deactivated (Västfjäll et al. 2002; De Vos et al. 2015). The theory is based on the idea that 
it is not possible to feel the two opposite sides of the circumplex (see Figure 11). 
Therefore, plotting the feelings is possible. For the development of the STS, Friman et al. 
(2013) argued that when measuring travel satisfaction, both valence and activation should 
be measured at the same time. Therefore, the STS only contains positive (pleasant) 
activation – negative (unpleasant) deactivation and positive (pleasant) deactivation – 
negative (unpleasant) activation adjective pairs for the measurement of emotional well-
being.  
 
Figure 11. The circumplex model of core affects (Västfjäll et al., 2002) 
De Vos et al. (2015) suggested that STS is a valid measure of travel satisfaction, despite of 
the fact that some adjustments on the items can improve the validity even further. 
Therefore, in this study the original STS developed by Ettema et al. (2011) was used. 
Figure 12 shows the base STS used for establishing the main question of the survey asking 
respondents to evaluate the overall travel experience.  
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Figure 12. The Satisfaction with Travel Scale (De Vos et al., 2015) 
The travel experience survey developed for this study incorporated a list of positive and 
negative aesthetic attributes to the base STS. In doing so, the researchers aimed at using 
travellers’ sensory perceptions of the environment for explicating the affective and 
cognitive evaluations of the travel. 
    Timeline 
The survey development process took approximately over two months, starting from 
January 08, 2018. During the survey development stage, the survey language was English 
only. After the completion of the survey design on March 07; 2018, as the majority of the 
target respondent group speaks Finnish as a mother tongue, the City of Lahti and the 
research team collaboratively translated the survey from English to Finnish. Once the 
survey design and the translations were ready, the testing of the survey took place in the 
City of Lahti during March 09-12, 2018, with 6 invited test respondents with varying 
experience with the survey tool, ranging from no experience to extensive experience. The 
purpose of the testing was twofold: assessing the user-friendliness of the survey 
structurally and language-wise and checking the data transfer compatibility. According to 
the feedback collected during the tests, neither structural changes nor content 
improvements in the survey were deemed as necessary. Only some improvements on the 
translations were suggested. Afterwards, the survey was made public on March 16, 2018. 
City of Lahti was in charge of recruitment for the survey. The primary means of 
recruitment were the webpages of City of Lahti, their official social media channels and 
My Lahti workshops where the link to the survey was shared with the participants. The 
survey closed on April 25, 2018. 
    Participants 
The participants of the survey development stage were mainly the UrAMo research team, 
including the thesis author. The master planning architect from the CoL joined the 
development meetings twice to coordinate the process with other ongoing public 
participation activities, e.g., My Lahti workshops, and to share the expectations of the CoL 
concerning the survey. The interaction planner from the CoL joined the process when the 
survey was ready to be tested and launched.  
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    Pages 
The survey consisted of one welcome page briefly explaining the purpose of the survey 
and its practicalities with a consent note, five question pages and one final page to submit 
the survey and to enter the raffle if desired (see Table 2).  
Table 2. Summary of the survey pages. ─ = pop-up question. * = mandatory question. ** = disconnected answers to 
protect respondent anonymity. 
 
The logic of the five question pages was so that each question was a basis for the 
upcoming one, instead of being independent and stand-alone questions. First, after the 
welcome page, the respondents were asked to provide some personal background 
information. The idea behind having these questions as the first set of questions was to 
help the respondents to get into the mindset of the survey by starting with easy and familiar 
questions. Once the respondent selected the ZIP code of their neighbourhood as the last 
question of the background information section, the centre of the survey base map was 
automatically relocated to their neighbourhood with an appropriate scale, which would 
implicitly indicate that the next question would include questions about their own 
neighbourhood. Second, following the background information section, the respondents 
were asked to mark on the map their everyday places such as their homes, workplaces,  
grocery stores and places for free-time activities. Third, after the respondents had a chance 
to think about the places they go and orientate themselves on the survey base map, they 
were asked to draw on the map the routes they take and evaluate the travel experience 
along those routes. The places marked for the everyday places in the previous question 
remained visible. Fourth, after the respondents drew the routes they take and thought about 
how they evaluate the overall experience during the travel, they were asked to mark the 
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positive or negative experience points along these routes which would have an impact on 
how they assess the travel experience for those routes. In other words, the respondents 
were asked to dig deeper in their evaluations of travel experience they provided in the 
previous page and to share information about what would constitute this travel experience 
using aesthetic attributes. Fifth, after the respondents thought about their travel experience 
in terms of “what it is”, the final question asked about “what it could be”. This final 
question page included three questions asking the respondent to mark a place for 
improvement, draw a route for improvement and/or draw a route as a new connection 
needed. Detailed breakdown of the survey can be found in Appendix 1.  
    Data Description and Summary of Spatial Analysis 
The survey received approximately 6500 geocoded responses -including both point data 
(see Figure 13) and line data (see Figure 14)- provided by approximately 550 survey 
respondents. Regarding the demographics, 71% of the respondents are female but the 
distributions of age groups and of education levels are rather balanced. 33.14% of 
respondents live in the city centre. However, over half of all point data are marked within 
the city centre (see Figures 15 and 16). Walking is the transport mode with the highest 
number of both positive and negative experience markings. Similarly, public transport is 
the one with the lowest number of both positive and negative markings. For positive 
experiences, the most frequently chosen aesthetic attribute is “beautiful”, while “raw” is 
the least frequently chosen. For negative experiences, “unpleasant” is the most frequently 
selected aesthetic attribute and “out-of-date” is the least frequently selected. 
 
Figure 13. All point data. 
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Figure 14. All line data. 
 
Figure 15. Everyday places within the city borders. 
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Figure 16. Positive and negative experience points within the city borders. 
    4.2.2 Group Discussion Stage 
    Objectives 
The research objective for the group discussion was to collectively explore the knowledge 
interests of the planners in Lahti about the analyses and use of the survey, in connection 
with their planning tasks. By doing so, it was expected that practitioners’ individual 
conceptions of the citizens’ experiential input can be brought up to reach a mutual group 
understanding through the interaction of the group discussion participants. In other words, 
as the expansive learning theory suggests, participating practitioners were to collectively 
create what needs to be learnt and thus, learn during the course of the group discussion.  
    Starting Point for the Group Discussion 
As Flick (2014) points out, the artificiality of the structured interview context and the 
isolation of the interviewee from her daily interactions are the main points of criticism for 
the conventional individual, structured interviews. As a response to these limitations, focus 
groups have been employed by social scientists since 1920s (Morgan, 2011). Morgan 
(2011) defines focus groups as a qualitative research method which is based on the 
interaction among the group members within a topical framework defined by the 
researchers functioning as moderators. The main premise of focus groups is that group 
interaction is the primary data production source in a context that is an approximation of 
the everyday life for the group members. The collective wisdom emerging in a focus group 
environment would be less likely to be attained in an isolated one-to-one, structured 
interview. 
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Both Morgan (2011) and Flick (2014) adopt a wider notion of focus groups and utilise the 
focus groups as an umbrella term. They refrain from strict definitions as well as rules 
concerning what makes a focus group as Morgan (2011) argues that the critical factor for 
establishing a focus group framework should be the research objectives, research context 
and interest of the focus group members towards to research topics. Flick (2014) 
categorises the umbrella term of focus groups into three types for the sake of method 
discussion: group interviews, group discussions and focus groups. According to this 
categorisation, group discussions differ from their counterparts in terms of their source of 
discussion stimuli and steering the expansion of the discussion. In a group discussion, 
discussion itself propels, inspires and guides the development of the arguments and 
opinions presented within the discussion. In this case, the role of the moderator is limited 
to ensuring that discussion develops fluently on its own and within the topical framework, 
through occasional steering of the topic and the group dynamics. 
The rather free flow of the group discussions was well fitting to the purpose of the research 
on the grounds that a collective learning session could be established with the practitioners 
reflecting and sharing freely. 
    Timeline 
Even though having a group discussion with the practitioners was on the research timetable 
from the early stages, the actual planning started on April 5, 2018, with a short meeting 
with the master planning architect. On the said meeting, the date of the group discussion 
was set for May 2, 2018 which was the date for the upcoming monthly meeting of the 
master planning working group. Another meeting was held in Lahti on April 17, 2018 with 
the master planning architect and the interaction planner to go through the discussion 
themes and practical details. On the following day, April 18, 2018, the last preparatory 
meeting was held to discuss the potentials, challenges and limitations of a group discussion 
as a qualitative research method. Finally, the group discussion was held in the premises of 
the CoL on May 2, 2018.  
    Participants 
The participants of the planning phase of the group discussion was thesis author, thesis 
supervisor, a researcher with extensive experience with qualitative research methods, and 
the master planning architect and the interaction planner from the CoL. 
Regarding the participants of the group discussion session itself; joining the monthly 2-
hour-meeting of the master planning working group for the group discussion was an ideal 
setting for the research objectives. Selecting a natural group, i.e., a group that exists in 
everyday life, was especially beneficial as the group already has a shared history of master 
planning process and developed organisational values and practices. In order to expand the 
learning capacity for the organisation, practitioners who were not originally members of 
the master planning working group but work with the members daily were also invited to 
take part in the discussion. The extra participants were selected to form a heterogeneous 
group which consists of varying backgrounds in terms pertinent to the topical framework 
of the research (Flick, 2014). 20 of the invited practitioners accepted the invitation. The 
final list of participants was slightly different than the original list due to last minute 
cancellations and replacements. The final list consisted of 16 practitioners. The group was 
complemented by two researchers one of whom is the author of this thesis. 
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As seen in Figure 17, the majority of the practitioners works in the Department of Urban 
Environment while the remaining work in the Department of Administrative Affairs. 
Figure 17 also shows the responsibilities of the practitioners whose titles are adjusted in 
order to protect to anonymity of the practitioners. Seven practitioners originally belong to 
the master planning working group, denoted by “*” in Figure 17. Eighteen group 
discussion participants are divided into five groups of professional backgrounds, namely, 
planning professionals, transport professionals, services planning professionals, data 
management professionals and researchers (see Figure 18). 
 
Figure 17. Adjusted titles and departments of discussion group participants, excluding researchers. * = member of master 
planning working group. 
 
 
Figure 18. Number of discussion group participants by professional background. 
For the facilitation of the discussion, one of the practitioners assumed the role of the 
primary facilitator and the researchers were mostly observing, which was a rather 
unconventional choice for a group discussion or any type of focus groups. The reason to 
have one participant both as a facilitator and a participant was to ensure that the discussion 
dynamics would be as close as possible to the original meeting setting.  
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    Discussion Themes 
In order to provide a topical framework for the group discussion, three main discussion 
themes were pre-set, namely, analysis of collected data, conflicts and communication of 
results. These themes were decided together with the master planning architect and the 
interaction planner of the CoL.  
During the discussion session, each theme was explained via showing questions related to 
each theme on a display. Nevertheless, participants were not directly asked to answer those 
questions. Instead, they were reminded of that the questions seen on the display can help 
them think. In other words, those questions were only utilised to support the participants 
through soft topical steering.  
Detailed breakdown of pre-set discussion themes can be found in Appendix 2. 
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5 Findings 
In this chapter, findings from the research process are explicated in a holistic manner. Not 
only the outcomes of the research activities are presented but the decision-making process 
of the research activities themselves is also explained. In doing so, the purpose is twofold. 
First, by clarifying the lessons learnt pertinent to the operationalisation of citizens’ 
participatory experiential input in an integrated planning process, the repertoire of planning 
practice can be enriched with a systemised knowledge generation process. Second, by 
unravelling the challenges faced, compromises made and decisions put forth throughout 
the research process; experiential knowledge basis for the upcoming iterations of the larger 
research process can be laid out.  
Findings in this chapter are presented in the form of themes categorised under two main 
sections, namely, findings from the survey development process and findings from the 
group discussion. 
 5.1 Findings from the Survey Development Process 
In this section, findings from the survey development process are presented under four 
thematic categories which concern core affects theory and aesthetics, the interdependency 
between research objectives and survey user-friendliness, understanding of routes in 
relation to their origins and destinations and effect of languages in survey development.  
    5.1.1 Core affects theory as the backbone of the survey design 
    and the role of aesthetic attributes 
Following core affects theory; the survey was structured in a manner that the respondents 
would be step-by-step asked to reflect upon their core affects evoked by the travel activity. 
In the first stage, following the first question about the background of the respondents and 
the second question about everyday places of the respondents, the third question asked the 
respondents to draw their daily routes in Lahti. This question contained a follow-up 
question probing the overall travel experience which was structured to include a compact 
version of the STS shown in Figure 12 (see section 4.2.1). (for details of how the question 
was visualised, see section 5.1.2).  
Similarly, in the second step, the fourth question asking respondent to decompose the 
overall travel experience with the help of aesthetic attributes also followed the idea of 
having three complementary dimensions. In this case, aesthetic attributes were employed 
to further scrutinise the affective dimensions. In order to do so, this question was 
simplified and structured (for details of how the question was visualised, see section 5.1.2) 
to ask the respondent to contemplate about the positive and negative experiences along the 
route(s) she has drawn in the previous question.  
Two separate lists of positive and negative aesthetic attributes were produced to be 
included in the fourth question. For choosing the sets of which aesthetic attributes to be 
included in the survey, four criteria were applied. These four criteria stemmed from the 
core affect scales consisting of both cognitive and affective evaluations, theories of 
aesthetics taking into account a wide spectrum of sensory responses between the person 
and the built environment and also, earlier studies of travel experience emphasising or 
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lacking a focus on the implementation value of travel experience evaluations. Last but not 
least, the criteria were also framed by the considerations for a user-friendly survey design. 
The most decisive criterion was that the chosen attributes had to be easy to understand for 
the respondents. Therefore, attributes such as “coherent” or “legible” were excluded from 
the final list. Second, the list had to include attributes of different senses as well as about 
the atmosphere/context of the travel, instead of focusing primarily on visual aesthetics, due 
to the vast amount of studies solely accounting for urban beauty. Accordingly, the lists 
included attributes pertinent to visual-atmospherics, e.g., gloomy, or relational reactions, 
e.g., rich. Third, the attributes had to be actionable so that practitioners would be able to 
respond to them with feasible planning operations or policies. The selection process of 
these actionable features was a rather black-box process. The tacit knowledge of the 
researchers and the involving practitioner pertaining to what makes an aesthetic attribute 
“actionable” or “non-actionable” was not explicitly discussed but was revisited during the 
group discussion (see section 5.2.3). Finally, the aesthetic attributes had to be as “raw” as 
possible without further interpretations so that they could be used to scrutinise the overall 
travel experience. By avoiding conclusions or psychological reactions (e.g., safety or 
stressful) towards the initial aesthetic responses (e.g., clean or noisy), it was aimed that the 
responses could provide the root causes of the travel experience evaluations from the 
previous question. 
    5.1.2 Trade-offs between the research agenda and the user-    
    friendliness of the survey 
One of the central challenges of voluntary participation is the inverse proportion between 
the number of survey respondents and the survey complexity and length (Brace, 2018; 
Krosnick, 2018). On one hand, the survey had be easy to understand and fast to respond by 
the respondents without falling into a respondent fatigue. On the other hand, it had to be 
ensured that the data needed to answer the research questions would be collected in a 
suitable format for the future analyses. Consequently, the research team had to decide on 
several trade-offs between the research needs and user-friendliness of the survey. 
During the survey development process, it was pointed out from earlier research 
experience that having mandatory questions in the surveys is generally frowned upon by 
the respondents. Therefore, the only mandatory question in the whole survey was the 
follow-up question about the overall travel experience along a route –the most important 
question of the survey-, appearing only if a respondent has a drawn a route in the third 
question. In line with the STS (see section 4.2.1), there were different proposals for how 
the different dimensions of core affects could be asked for the mandatory overall 
experience pop-up question following the route drawing. As shown in Figure 19, one 
option was to include seven separate sliders (one for cognitive dimension and six for 
affective dimension pairs) indicating a range for each. Another option was to use a 5-level 
Likert scale ranging from complete disagreement to complete agreement on three rows of 
core affects (one for cognitive dimension and two for affective dimension pairs). The final 
decision was adapted from Figure 12 (see section 4.2.1) to include three sliders as shown 
in Figure 19. One slider was for the cognitive dimensions whereas the other two were for 
affective dimensions (positive deactivation - negative activation and positive activation - 
negative deactivation) of the overall travel experience of the drawn routes. The rationale 
behind the choice was to reduce the number of questions in total to avoid respondent 
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fatigue, even though the question style reduced the number of possible statistical or spatio-
statistical analyses. 
 
 
Figure 19. Proposed versions of the mandatory question about overall travel experience. Upper left = Option with seven 
sliders. Upper right = Option with a Likert-scale. Bottom  = Chosen option with the three sliders. 
A similar trade-off occurred for the fourth question further probing the travel experience 
with the use of aesthetic attributes. The research team developed several options for the 
question asking about the experiences along the routes through different ways to 
decompose the travel experience through aesthetic responses. One option was to have one 
single point button, with a pop-up follow-up question asking respondents to select 
attributes divided into three groups based on visual, auditory and tactile senses. The second 
option was to have six separate point buttons (two for positive or negative auditory senses, 
two for positive or negative visual senses and two for positive or negative tactile senses), 
each followed by a set of related aesthetic attributes. The third alternative was to have three 
points button for only positive experiences for three different senses (auditory, visual and 
tactile) to be chosen and to have a similar set of negative experiences in the following 
page, in connection with suggestions for improvement. The final and chosen option was to 
have two drawbuttons for positive and negative experiences, followed by pop-up questions 
asking the respondent to pick the respective aesthetic attributes from a twelve-item list, as 
shown in Figure 20. With concerns for respondents getting overwhelmed with too detailed 
questions of separate senses, the research team decided to proceed with this option which 
contains only two drawbuttons in the main body of the question, as it was the most user-
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friendly option. However, this choice raised concerns regarding the risk of respondents 
primarily selecting aesthetic attributes pertinent to the visual senses. The main reason why 
other options with separate senses were proposed was to help respondents to consider not 
only the visual side of their environment but also other aesthetic responses such, as 
auditory attributes. Therefore, choosing a categorisation based on only positive and 
negative experiences increased the risk of respondents selecting mostly visual attributes. 
On the other hand, this choice also increased the likelihood of reaching a higher number of 
answers and thus, better sample representativeness. 
 
 
Figure 20. Chosen version of the question about positive and negative experiences along the routes. Upper = Main body 
of the question. Lower left = Follow-up question with positive aesthetic attributes. Lower right = Follow-up question with 
negative aesthetic attributes. 
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    5.1.3 Conceptualisation of travel experience with(out) an origin 
and a destination 
Other trade-offs than those concerning the user-friendliness of the survey also came up 
between the approaches the researchers and the practitioners have. The most notable one 
was about the researchers and the practitioners having different interests to study the same 
object. In particular, the interest of the researchers focused on the travel experience along a 
route, while the interest of the practitioners was to link the routes to certain origins and 
destinations.   
Structuring the survey around the idea of a route itself, rather than from which point the 
route starts and at which point it ends, was an essential decision made in the early stages of 
the survey development. The initial idea the researchers had was to open up the 
possibilities for the respondents to freely reflect upon the travel experience along a route of 
their own choice. Nevertheless, in order to unfold the purpose of the route, a pop-up 
question following the route drawing was added. However, in the later stages, practitioners 
argued that routes cannot be fully understood without giving reference where citizens come 
from and go to while taking those routes. They asserted that everyday places of the 
residents should be asked in the survey. The controversy between the researchers’ and 
practitioners’ conceptualisations of travel experience along routes was addressed by 
carefully constructing the question description. The description excluded any reference to 
any kind of origin-destination pairs and asked the respondent only to think about the routes 
they take. In the meanwhile, the everyday places marked by the respondent in the previous 
question remained visible on the map, in anticipation that respondents would consider 
more than their commuting routes. This also allowed respondents to decide the routes they 
find personally significant but still keeping in mind the everyday places they go to. 
Accordingly, the question settings allowed the respondents to draw as many routes as they 
wish. 
During the group discussion, the topic was revisited after the public services professional 
made a comment about the relationship between transport and public services provision 
and improvement (see section 5.2.8). 
    5.1.4 Adapting planning theories in English for planning       
    practices in Finnish 
The original language of the survey was English due to English being the working 
language of the research team. During the translation of the survey from English to 
Finnish, semantic nuances between the two languages necessitated a revision of the chosen 
aesthetic attributes. At the core of these nuances was that the chosen English words would 
not encapsulate the same intended meaning when directly translated to Finnish. Therefore, 
adjustments favouring the Finnish language had to be made as Finnish was the native 
language of the majority of the target respondent group and thus, the decisive language. To 
illustrate, the attributes “raw/edgy” and “mysterious” were included in the list of positive 
attributes rather than that of negative, due to the positive connotations of those words in the 
Finnish language. Similarly, the Finnish words corresponding to English words “gloomy” 
and “bleak” were substantially different each other in meaning that the English versions 
also had to be kept as they were, even though the difference between “gloomy” and 
“bleak” in English is quite trivial. 
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 5.2 Findings from the Group Discussion 
In this section findings from the group discussion are presented. Following the description 
of interactions between the participants, the main themes of discussion which developed 
during the group discussion will be explicated (see Appendix 2 for discussion themes set 
prior to the group discussion). 
According to Figure 21, almost half of all contribution to the discussion came from the 
planning professionals who account for the one third of all participants. Further explained 
in Figure 22, the interactions between the participants were unbalanced. While one 
participant (P81, planning background) was substantially more active than all the others; 
only five participants (P26, data management background; P88, data management 
background; P52, services background; P84, planning background and P79, research 
background) out of eighteen participants in total were engaged in the discussion on 
secondary levels. The remaining participants’ engagement levels ranged from non-existent 
to very limited. Transport professional engaged only on tertiary levels or did not engage at 
all. Only data management and research professionals showed full engagement while one 
participant from each remaining sector has remained inactive throughout the group 
discussion.  
 
Figure 21. Percentages of statements made by professional backgrounds. 
Figure 22 visualises the strength of interactions between participants and each participant’s 
relative level of engagement, i.e., activeness, within the group discussion. The strength of 
interactions between two participants is denoted by the weight of line which connects the 
participants. In the calculation of the lineweights, the number of interactions between pairs 
of participants, i.e., a statement made by one participant and addressed to another, was 
taken a basis. On the other hand, each participant’s relative level of engagement with 
others throughout the group discussion is denoted by the proximity of each participant to 
the geometric centre of the circles. The sizes of symbols representing each participant are 
also sensitive to the participant’s level of activity. It should also be noted that while 
calculating the number statements, facilitation-related statements, e.g., facilitator asking a 
participant to share her opinion, are excluded.  
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Figure 22. Diagram showing the relationships between group discussion participants. The closer to the centre, the more 
active and interactive the participant was. 
In general participants displayed a positive attitude towards the implementation of citizens’ 
travel experiences into planning. Overall, the number of statements signalling a positive 
attitude was three times as much the statements signalling negative attitude. However, the 
specificity of the negative statements was substantially higher than the positive ones. 
Negative statements were mostly about the already established adverse preconceptions 
about citizens’ participatory input in general or hypothetical problems they thought they 
would experience if they would use the inputs. On the other hand, positive statements were 
mostly about the potential use cases and experimental analyses, such as data containing 
new points of views that the practitioners have not thought earlier. In those comments, the 
predominant expectation from the dataset is that the citizens’ travel experiences directly 
inform the planning practice by providing insights about concrete planning actions.  
The themes that developed during the group discussion are grouped into seven categories: 
Theme 1. Usefulness of citizens’ experiences with travel  
Theme 2. Usability of citizens’ experiences with travel and data management 
 practices in the CoL 
Theme 3. Analysis needs of practitioners 
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Theme 4. Reliability of citizens’ experiences with travel collected through an online, 
 map-based survey 
Theme 5. Reasons for practitioners’ interest in conflicts 
Theme 6. Connections between land use, transport, services and housing through 
 citizens’ experiences with travel 
Theme 7. Survey design 
As shown in Figure 23, 35.87% of all 
statements is about theme 2 (usability 
of citizens’ experiences with travel and 
data management practices in the CoL) 
and 25% is about theme 1 (usefulness 
of citizens’ experiences with travel). 
The remaining five themes only account 
for the 40% of all statements. Figure 23 
also visualises the distribution of total 
number of statements within themes 
according to professional backgrounds. 
Overall, only planning professionals 
provided their opinions for all themes. 
Except theme 3 (analysis needs of 
practitioners), planning professionals 
provided the highest percentage of 
statements for all themes. For theme 3, 
researchers contributed the most. On 
the other hand, the transport 
professionals did not contribute to 
theme 4 (reliability of citizens’ 
experiences with travel collected 
through an online, map-based survey), 
theme 7 (survey design) and theme 5 
(reasons for practitioners’ interest in 
conflicts) at all. Similarly, services 
planning professionals did not 
contribute to theme 4 and theme 7 at all. 
The interaction matrix which contains the number and direction of interactions between 
participants can be found in Appendix 3. A detailed visual breakdown of interactions 
between participants during the whole group discussion can be found in Appendix 4. 
    5.2.1 Usefulness of citizens’ experiences with travel 
The primary expectation that the practitioners had for the use of the survey was to identify 
potential directions for planning operations that can be followed based on the knowledge 
acquired from the collected responses. The potential use cases defined by the practitioners 
are as follows, in the chronological order in which they are brought up in the group 
discussion: 
 conflicts to be used for showing that citizens have different opinions 
Figure 23. Percentages of total number of statements by theme and 
distribution of total number of statements within themes by 
professional backgrounds. 
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 conflicts as sources for new points of view and insights for services planning and 
improvement 
 finding the needs about existing routes 
 suggestions for new routes 
 identifying ways for planners to preserve or improve the places with positive 
experience markings 
 identifying ways for planners to improve routes based on negative experience 
markings 
 identifying places that the CoL can actually operate in to improve the conditions 
 identifying feasible actions that the CoL can actually take to improve the conditions 
 learning from mistakes, i.e., negative experience markings, and not repeating those 
mistakes 
 improving the conditions of active travel in order to promote active and sustainable 
travel modes 
 checking correspondence between the urban zones data (a dataset classifying the 
city sections based on the predominant transport mode) the survey data 
 seeing people’s motives for transport mode choices or route choices 
 identifying needs for traffic safety, from an experiential point of view 
 identifying places for new housing or finding ideas about urban renewal needs 
 for management of different services, e.g., forest management 
 justifying the concentration of resources to certain areas, e.g., city centre 
 checking if everyday services that residents use concentrate on large supermarket 
areas or on local services  
 improving the mobility system and services together 
 confirming the hypotheses of the practitioners, e.g., driving to a shopping mall to 
do grocery shopping being a negative experience 
 checking the differences between the experiences of car drivers and of active mode 
users 
 identifying trends over time through longitudinal studies, e.g., changes in the most 
problematic areas 
 confirming that changes made by the CoL are well received or checking if there are 
new problems after changes 
 marketing the actions of the CoL by sharing the results of the survey 
 identifying tasks based on the population group that will get affected by the task the 
most; e.g., giving more weight to the responses of young people for the planning of 
a school campus 
The potential uses of citizens’ travel experiences vary in planning scale as well as in the 
potentiality of the input to be used directly for a planning operation. In terms of planning 
scales, practitioners indicated that citizens’ travel experiences can inform detailed plans, 
for example, by bringing about the improvement needs of existing routes, as well as larger 
scale, city-wide plans, such as for identifying places for new housing. Similarly, in terms 
of whether the input can be used directly to devise a specific planning operation or 
indirectly in other tasks of CoL as a city-wide organisation; practitioners suggested several 
direct use scenarios, e.g., identifying suggestions for new routes, as well as indirect use 
scenarios, e.g., checking the satisfaction level with already implemented planning 
operations. 
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One practitioner pointed out that the most useful input that the practitioners can draw out 
of this dataset is to figure out what should be enhanced, preserved or changed in the built 
environment by looking at the positive and negative experience points: 
 I think the original.. sort of research question that I wanted an answer to 
 was that when we find out where people move, we’d like to know what 
 kind of experiences they have along those routes so that we could find out 
 what positive and negative things there are in any route that you pick to 
 answer. Then you answer the sort of emotional feelings that you 
 experience along that route. And then, from those, it would be interesting 
 to get at points where… What is good already about the environment and 
 how is it possible for us to either enhance or preserve it? And then, what is 
 there that we can improve to make the routes better where people have 
 negative experiences? So, that’s sort of the main thing that would be 
 useful for us. (P81, planning background) 
In light of the action-oriented nature of the planning profession, group discussion 
participants mentioned that the suggestions citizens provided through the survey can be 
used as a basis for potential planning operations, e.g.,: 
 …for public transport, the suggestions people make, there is some.. they 
 want to go from this place to another and there should be new routes or 
 maybe  some other things that we could improve. (P38, transport 
 background) 
On the other hand, understanding people and their daily mobility decisions as an aim was 
brought up only twice. The first statement was connected to the aim of the survey: 
 …here we are trying to get at people’s feeling more sort of at the abstract 
 level, to find about the reasons why people choose certain routes, if they 
 are good or not. (P81, planning background) 
The second statement was connected to the relationship between encouraging sustainable 
mobility behaviour and localised experiential input of the citizens: 
 ….I think it would also be interesting just to know what kind of routes and 
 proposals they have, I mean, in the sustainable mobility way and there 
 then we could also see further what are the motives for choices. (P73, 
 transport background) 
One of the most important potential use cases suggested by the practitioners was to utilise 
the collected responses to legitimise the already made decisions by the city, which was also 
pointed out regarding the use of conflicting evaluations. For instance, bringing about the 
diversity of the opinions in the dataset was considered to be a way to justify the earlier 
decisions prioritising the city centre development:   
 …we should really try to use it further in our argumentation of making the 
 city centre more liveable, like try to pick up what the citizens say or who 
 use the services and what they want. I mean it is always difficult to 
 argument what you want to do, why you want to do because someone is 
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 always against it but then if you can say: hey, people said that they want it 
 so we should.. (P73, transport background) 
Another potential use case for the citizens’ travel experiences that was suggested was to 
use it for checking how already carried out decisions are perceived by the public. Through 
longitudinal studies, e.g., a study of changes in the most problematic areas in 2014 and 
2019, it was suggested that CoL can assess the success of their operations. It should also be 
added that one practitioner (P84, planning background) questioned the value of this 
information as it would only point out the obvious but not anything novel to the practicing 
planner. It was contested by another practitioner (P88, data management background) who 
asserted that such changes in the urban scene of the city should be shared with the public, 
which creates the value for the practitioners. 
    5.2.2 Usability of citizens’ experiences with travel and data 
management practices in the CoL 
During the group discussion, practitioners pointed out that the CoL owns a variety of 
datasets containing participatory input from the citizens, but the effective use in integrated 
planning remains an ongoing challenge. Therefore, one of the most dominant and recurring 
topics about how to make the data more usable throughout the group discussion was the 
discussion about the way the data should be stored in Trimble Locus Webmap, the data 
management system, whether in the form of raw data or generalised maps. One practitioner 
criticised the current practice of the CoL to store the data as it is, i.e., raw data, for its being 
too personal and incapable of providing a more holistic view of a specific planning case or 
area: 
 My problem with these is that, of course it’s very good to have the 
 information on the map and it’s the only way that is actually useful, but 
 how much do we actually as planners use this data that is here? We have 
 the access to the data but what... Personally, I don’t use that data at all. I 
 use the survey data that’s been done by, for example, for nature surveys or 
 for example, for flying squirrels, and of course traffic surveys, all the 
 detailed surveys that are made exactly at that area, area that we are 
 planning. But I have not used this data [referring to the older version of 
 the dataset from an earlier study about previous My Lahti meetings]. Of 
 course it’s just a question of resources and how useful I experience that 
 these are… if I go to these dots and if I see that one person’s opinion of 
 that place that my car broke here, this sidewalk is too narrow here, I can’t 
 do anything about it. (P84, planning background) 
This comment was contested by the argument that the data aggregation leads to losing 
parts of the knowledge that can be learnt through the individual comment but the 
practitioner did not provide an explanation regarding what kind of knowledge would be 
missing specifically: 
 We’ve been talking about it a lot, how to visualise the data and the 
 analysis to generalise the data; people were thinking that it is better to 
 have the raw data because you lose some information when you generalise 
 it. (P88, data management background) 
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The overall consensus was to include both a thematic map -that offers the big picture of the 
situation and can be used together with other maps in the system- and the original 
comment -that represents the raw information coming directly from the respondents- in the 
Trimble Locus Webmap. 
For the usability of the datasets, few practitioners suggested that the inter-departmental as 
well as inter-organisational dissemination of the collected datasets is at least as crucial as 
the quality or the representation style of the data content. For inter-departmental 
dissemination, the discussion mostly revolved around transferring and storing the data in 
Trimble Locus Webmap as all the civil servants working in the city-wide organisation have 
access to the database. However, the database is accessible only internally in the city 
organization and used mostly by the employees of the Technical and Environmental 
services. Accordingly, promotion of the available datasets was also pointed as imperative: 
 We were also talking about sharing something on a paper at our offices, 
 that you could see something on a wall, for example, that tells you this 
 kind of dataset that you could use and get to know. So, that would be a 
 way to disseminate this information. (P26, data management background) 
For inter-organisational dissemination, the discussion also focused on the means of 
disseminating the knowledge, e.g., improving the already existing Trimble Locus Webmap 
or making use of the online analysis tool of the survey website, rather than how or for 
which purpose the data can be used by other organisations. Planners also pointed out their 
ongoing interest in opening up data to the public, not only to the partnering organisations 
such as Lahti Region Development (LADEC), but they have not stated what they would 
expect from such sharing specifically. Additionally, practitioners were also aware of the 
dataset containing potentially sensitive information that cannot be shared with the public. 
Nevertheless, only a very few practitioners pointed out that having access is only one side 
of the coin whereas being able to utilise the data still remains paramount.  
For increased efficiency in data management within the organisation, one participant (P93, 
planning background) suggested that the geo-coded responses in the dataset can be 
classified according to the delegation of roles in the organisation and was supported by 
another practitioner: 
 Up till now, what we’ve been doing is we’ve been just presenting the data 
 on Webmap, hoping that somebody will find it. Doing something like that.. 
 appoint the task to someone specific. So that’s a good idea, yes. Try that 
 [to F3, research background]. It would definitely make it more actionable. 
 (P81, planning background)     
Temporal side of data collection was also brought up during the group discussion as the 
CoL repeats a similar set of participatory planning activities with each 4-year planning 
cycle, which leads to the accumulation of newer versions of the datasets with similar 
content. Practitioners’ views on the use value of datasets collected previously differed: 
 “P84 (planning background): There is always the fear that data is also 
 outdated so we should.. We should never use old data. If there are like 
 questionnaires from the year 2011, I think they are way too old already. 
 P88 (data management background): Not necessarily.  
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 P81 (planning background): It depends, it depends.” 
Regardless of the conflicting views of what makes a piece of data too old, practitioners 
agreed that all versions of the collected datasets should be stored in Trimble Locus 
Webmap denoted with the year of the survey. 
    5.2.3 Analysis needs of practitioners 
Several participants (P26, data management background; P88, data management 
background; P79, research background) questioned the practice of checking the survey 
website’s own online analysis tool due to its capabilities to generate only a small set of 
basic analyses. These practitioners brought forward the need to establish a common way of 
working with the data in a user-friendly manner by using other software: 
 That’s something that we should develop together, using those other tools 
 for analysis, as well, not just the [survey websites’s] own tool. (P26, data 
 management background) 
  I believe there is no limitation what kind of analysis we can or you [to F3, 
 research background] can do. It’s only… I think the limitation comes from 
 the visualisation or user-friendliness when you have a lot of data in 
 this place… And if you need to take a deeper look, then you go to [survey 
 website] by yourself and make the filtering. That’s how we’ve done so far 
 and I believe that’s the way to do it. For now. (P88, data management) 
The participants also discussed the scale of analysis for the surveys. Several practitioners 
suggested that they find it more useful if the analysis of the dataset would be done in the 
scale of a neighbourhood or a planning area and in a way that it brings about the 
discrepancies among different areas: 
 “P81 (planning background): P38, since you just mentioned that, did you 
 get any ideas how you could use this for public transport planning?  
 P38 (transport background),: Yes, I think like to look at the positive and 
 negative experiences if there is differences between areas. There is maybe 
 negative experiences in some areas with public transport and then some 
 other areas... 
 P81: So you mean more of sort of on a neighbourhood level? 
 P38: Yes.  
 P81: Okay. 
 P84 (planning background): I think so, too, that would be more accurate if 
 you take only a smaller part. If we are thinking about the whole Lahti 
 area, that’s way too big area to get a detailed enough information that is 
 useful to a planner.” 
    5.2.4 Reliability of citizens’ experiences with travel collected 
through an online, map-based survey 
One practitioner raised concerns about the usefulness of the dataset in relation to its 
reliability as the dataset contains the kind of knowledge that is too personal and cannot be 
acted upon by a civil servant: 
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 I have kind of difficulties in finding out the usefulness of the routes 
 because it so much depends on the person’s own personal everyday routes 
 and we can’t really do anything about those. (P84, planning background) 
The concerns were shared by another practitioner (P81, planning background) who also 
took part in the planning of the survey and referred to the earlier discussion of “actionable 
features of aesthetics”. This argument from the planning stage of the survey was used 
during the discussion to legitimise the preconceptions of practitioners what they think they 
can and cannot do when it comes to working with experiential input of citizens. However, 
drawing the line between too personal, i.e., irrelevant input for planning, and localised 
experiential input, i.e., relevant input for planning, was not specified by any of the 
practitioners during the group discussion. 
Several practitioners reminded of the caveats concerning the various limitations of the 
dataset and recommended critical thinking before taking the local experience knowledge 
into use. The examples of such include data representativeness and spatial accuracy: 
 “P81 (planning background): So it’s way for people voluntarily to share 
 their information on a public platform. 
 P79 (research background): Yes, yes. There are many different..  
 P88 (data management background): Yes, yes.. But the problem.. You get 
 the data from the people that are using it.  
 P79: Yes, it’s not representative. Very good point, because that’s a very 
 special population. 
 P88: That’s true. People are already.. If you upload an application of 
 forest, they are people interested in forest services. So it’s not a very 
 representative...” 
 ….the problem with the survey is that there are so many questions and we 
 don’t really know how careful people are when they are answering these. 
 Are they getting really tired already when they [speaking indistinctly] oh 
 there is another question, I just put something here. (P84, planning 
 background) 
    5.2.5 Reasons for practitioners’ interest in conflicts 
The topic of conflicts was discussed several times during the session. The conflict potential 
of places was regarded as a phenomenon that requires a deeper understanding by several 
participants. However, only two participants (P81, planning background; P52, services 
background) were able to state the reason why the conflict potential interests them. The 
first reason stated was that the practitioner (P81) saw conflicts as a means to bring up 
disagreements among the public. By doing so, the practitioner suggested that disputed 
decisions can be justified by being able to show that there are also residents who are in 
favour of the decision, not only those who are oppose to it; similar to the statements made 
about using the collected data to justify decisions concerning the city centre (see section 
5.1.1): 
 …it can be very useful to be able to show that, look, people don’t agree 
 when someone says that they don’t like something then you can say that 
 not everyone agrees with you. Some people like it. 
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The second reason stated was improvement of public services-oriented. The practitioner 
(P52) argued that studying the conflicts, especially by focusing on the negative experience 
points, can unravel hidden improvement needs in the services that have gone unnoticed by 
the practitioners and service providers. 
    5.2.6 Connections between land use, transport, services and 
housing through citizens’ experiences with travel 
One practitioner (P52, services background) brought up the idea that the dataset can be 
used for improving the services the city provides in relation to the experiences with public 
transport. The idea was re-formulated and expanded by another practitioner to capture the 
essence of the connection between transport and services:  
 How do the places and the routes relate to each other, is there something 
 there that could guide us towards developing better services in order to 
 improve the mobility? (P81, planning background) 
However, participants could not follow up the idea by recognising concrete steps to be 
taken for such improvement. Similarly, one practitioner (P59, planning background) 
questioned whether the collected dataset can be utilised to identify suitable places for new 
housing. Another practitioner (P38, transport background) proposed that a study of positive 
experiences can help. Nevertheless, neither the suggestion nor the question was taken 
forward. 
As mentioned in the section 5.2.1, travel experience was explicitly considered as having 
the potential to contribute to the land use planning and transport planning decisions, 
although for the latter suggestions were fewer.  
    5.2.7 Survey design 
During the group discussion, practitioners shared their insights on how online public 
participation surveys should be designed to accommodate their knowledge needs.  
One practitioner asserted that developing surveys targeted to a specific group of people 
would be more useful:  
 It would give us more information if we made the survey with children 
 only and with middle-aged people only and with students only and with 
 elderly only. (P84, planning background) 
Another practitioner solidified this idea with an example: 
 For example along [a street in central Lahti], there would be a place that 
 old people experience as very unpleasant but young people experience as 
 a very pleasant place. And now you [to P84, planning background] are 
 planning a school campus in that area, then you would give more weight 
 to young people’s opinions, for example or something like that.(P81, 
 planning background) 
Similar to the survey target group, survey target area was also criticised in relation to 
specificity of the survey themes:  
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 I use the survey data that’s been done by, for example, for nature surveys 
 or for example, for flying squirrels, and of course traffic surveys, all the 
 detailed surveys that are made exactly at that area, area that we are 
 planning. (P84, planning background) 
 …it’s actually quite a good learning for us and maybe you [to P79 and F3, 
 both research background], as well that we have this kind of dataset and 
 we’ve done a second time and then we have this [referring to the older 
 version of a survey with similar themes from 2014] dataset and it has been 
 very useful because it was a specific theme and specifically done. It has 
 been used a lot. This [referring to the recent survey, for details see chapter 
 4] is much more difficult to approach. Not to say that it is useless but 
 important to try and make it useful. (P81, planning background)  
The number of questions was also criticised in relation to possible respondent fatigue: 
 …but the problem with the survey is that there are so many questions and 
 we don’t really know how careful people are when they are answering 
 these. (P84, planning background)  
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6 Discussion 
In this chapter, implications from the implementation challenges of citizens’ travel 
experiences into integrated planning processes are discussed. As the change-oriented 
design science approach puts emphasis also on the research process itself, the implications 
from the research process are also included in the chapter. 
 6.1 Lessons Learnt from the Outcomes of the Research 
Process 
Overall, the practitioners recognised the value of travel experience as a potentially useful 
planning concept. However, such recognition was presented mainly in terms of how the 
collected travel experience data can directly inform the practitioners for conceiving 
planning actions. By the virtue of that planning is rendered to be an act of connecting 
knowledge to action (Friedmann, 1987), practitioners’ professional lens immediately focus 
on the direct opportunities of implementation. On the other hand, understanding human 
motives as a means to make travel experience operational in devising planning tasks 
gained limited attention. This indirect way of informing the planning practice, unlike 
looking for direct connections between the input and the output, is presumably impractical 
for the practitioners. To illustrate, the link between improving the experiential quality of 
active modes and promoting those modes was barely mentioned by the practitioners, only 
after one of the researchers attending the group discussion put the idea forward. On the 
other hand, practitioners mentioned several times looking at places which were marked 
with negative experiences, i.e., problematic places, in order to find out places to “fix”.  
The findings also suggest that practitioners tend to conceptualise how to effectively 
implement citizens’ experiences with travel into the planning process in relation to the tool 
of implementation, opening up a discussion of usefulness, usability and technologies. In 
particular, practitioners in the CoL based their usability suggestions on the data 
management system currently in use. Findings suggest a higher recognition of the 
instrumental/technological side of the bidirectional formative influence between the actors 
and the available technologies of the planning authority. Focusing primarily on the 
constraints and the “needs” of the tool might hinder transformative thinking processes as it 
is heavily based on the established practice of doing something without reflection. On the 
other hand, the primacy of the technologies on the use of the concept also presents an 
opportunity towards an integrative approach in planning. The technologies used in the 
process materialise the knowledge base of the sectors and the representation of the 
knowledge is crucial to develop common understandings of the concepts by land use 
planners and transport planners (Stead, Geerlings & Shiftan, 2012). If “the language 
barrier” (te Brömmelstroet & Bertolini, 2008) between the professions is an impediment, 
then tools can be considered as “the alphabets” with which planners generate and visualise 
their own units of knowledge which would, otherwise, remain implicit. Therefore, thinking 
about the concepts through relevant tools can be constructive in certain cases. It should 
also be noted that this particular discussion of the usability and usefulness of travel 
experience and the tool of implementation, i.e., data management system, can be 
generalised into the usability and usefulness of any type of public participation data. In 
other words, in this particular discussion, the challenge was not about the implementation 
of human experience into planning system, but rather on a more general level challenge of 
participatory planning. 
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The attitudes of planning professionals and transport professionals can be compared based 
on the activity levels of practitioners and the percentages of statements made by sector 
during the discussion. These findings suggest that planning professionals are more familiar 
with discussing the potentials of citizens’ localised, experiential input in planning than the 
transport professionals, even though the subject is essentially about mobility. During the 
group discussion, it was mentioned that traffic safety surveys or surveys concerned with 
the functioning of traffic in general are rather familiar to the transport professionals. On the 
other hand, a survey accounting for the perceptions of the travel was new to the transport 
professionals as much as it was to the planning professionals. Regardless, planning 
professionals were quicker to ideate implication possibilities, needs and challenges. Such a 
discrepancy between sectors in the adoption of communicative rationality ideals has two 
implications. First, planning professionals put the primacy on linking the travel 
experiences with the physical characteristics of the built environment. This emphasis was 
the overarching conceptualisation of how travel experiences can be made operational 
throughout the group discussion. Therefore, transport professionals mainly followed 
planning professionals’ conceptualisations, rather than expanding the discussion to 
conceptualise citizens’ experiences with travel to have a direct impact on the mobility 
system. Second, the difference between planning and transport professionals’ familiarity 
with working with citizens’ inputs can be seen as a barrier to integration in land use and 
transport planning. This level difference can impose a difficulty in establishing a healthy 
dialogue based on the mutual understanding of concepts by different professions and can 
be categorised as a substantive difference (te Brömmelstroet & Bertolini, 2010). Moreover, 
such discrepancies in knowledge of what works (Vigar, 2017) also lead to power 
influences between the actors of the system as knowledge is said to be power (Dobrucká & 
Šimonová, 2017). 
The range of potential uses of travel experiences suggests that practitioners recognise the 
expansion of what the role of a planner is within the integrated planning practices 
influenced by communicative rationality. For example, an instrumental rationality model 
of planning would not look at the conflicting inputs from the citizens as the problem 
framing would be defined by the “value-free” expert knowledge defined by empirically 
established “facts”. However, paying attention to the plurality of problem definitions open 
up the strict role of a planner to a more adaptive one (Özdemir & Taşan-Kok, 2017). In 
connection to the questioning of the role of a planner, the potential uses also suggest that a 
shift of responsibility takes place from the planner acting with instrumental rationality and 
absolute authority to the citizens having the localised, experiential knowledge of their own 
environment. To illustrate, instead of the planners deciding, announcing and then 
defending (Vigar, 2017) the decision of developing the city centre of Lahti, practitioners 
suggested that the fact the majority of the survey responses accumulated in the city centre 
can be used to justify the decision. Similarly, practitioners mentioned that the collected 
responses also bring about the diversity of opinions within the society, which was seen as a 
legitimacy tool for the planners’ decisions.  
Practitioners’ promptness to decide on the actionable aspects of citizens’ experiences with 
travel signal a lack of reflective questioning to already established conceptions of what can 
be a part of the planning practice contested with the communicative ideals. Similarly, 
practitioners postulated that citizens’ travel experiences can be too personal for a planner 
to be used as a basis for planning actions. Such conceptions suggest that practitioners can 
skip reflecting upon their reasoning by climbing up the ladder of inference so hastily 
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(McArthur, 2014) that they do not question what is relevant and what is not relevant for the 
planning practice. Dynamics of organisational learning as well as the planning practice 
cannot be materialised as new organisational habits, if the practitioners do not exercise 
reflective and critical thinking on the process. Even though planning itself is a dynamic 
practice, planners’ acts can be still normative and habitual as the organisational context 
remains the same. These habitual tasks usually are not reflected upon within the business-
as-usual style of working and create black box processes (Binder & Boldero, 2012). This 
hastiness in reasoning and questioning of whether travel experiences are “too personal for 
a planner to act upon” can also be explained as a result of the accountability pressures on 
civil servants. Planners often are challenged with double binds of accountability and 
“apparent arbitrariness” (Forsyth, 1999). The accountability of practitioners can be 
discussed in several perspectives (based on Sager, 2009); 
 Within the democratic accountability perspective, a planner is held answerable to 
the public through her way of use and the impact on the public good. She is also 
expected to listen and act according to the citizens’ interests as well as advocate 
those in need of empowerment.  
 Within the economic accountability perspective, a planner is expected to favour 
resource efficiency and cost effectiveness for the use of public goods as well as 
institutional resources. 
 Within the managerial accountability perspective, a planner is held answerable to 
her superiors and expected to operate within the boundaries set by the 
organisational rules, responsibilities, strategies and budgets.   
 Within the professional accountability perspective, a planner is expected to resort 
to her expert knowledge and operate within the framework of “what a planner is”. 
 
These different types of accountability can provide a basis for the conceptions and values 
of planners for the implementation of travel experience into integrated planning within 
organisational dynamics, leading to a lack of reflective thinking on the process. To 
illustrate, the practitioners’ discussion concerning whether they should use aggregate 
analyses of travel experience or individual evaluations can be explained as a clash between 
democratic accountability and economic accountability. Within the democratic perspective, 
all participatory input should be treated equally. Moreover, aggregation of data often leads 
to losing the input of the marginalised. On the other hand, as the planner is also held 
accountable on an economic perspective, the use of public resources for the betterment of a 
minority cannot be justified. Similarly, the reliability of inputs brings about a discussion of 
professional accountability. In such cases, a planner needs to balance the weighting of her 
professional know-how with that of localised, experiential knowledge. Therefore, value 
choices of accountability perspectives create tensions on what a planner can do and if the 
input is useful and usable.  
 6.2 Lessons Learnt from the Research Process Itself  
The research process has provided lessons mainly on the trade-offs that had to be made 
throughout the process. As the change-oriented design science approach brings together 
researchers and practitioners, the discrepancies in their priorities, objectives, habits and 
responsibilities inevitably surface. Nevertheless, the primary aim of the research approach 
of this study was, in fact, bringing those discrepancies to the light through open dialogue 
and collaboration, in order to benefit from the synergetic outcomes. Therefore, involving 
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practitioners as active participants of the research process resulted in reconciliation of 
differences in conceptualisations that practitioners and researchers had, especially 
concerning routes and survey design. These differences in conceptualisations would have 
remained hidden and led to research outputs that cannot fully fulfil the needs of the 
practitioners, if a mutual understanding did not take place between the practitioners and the 
researchers. Similarly, trade-offs concerning the survey design and research needs also 
provided crucial lessons. Preparing a survey to be used outside of the vacuum of research 
is unavoidably challenging to the research objectives and needs. The most user-friendly 
alternative for the respondents might not necessarily be the most “research-friendly” 
alternative. Eventually, the choice becomes a meticulous decision of what can be 
compromised and what cannot be compromised within the research practice. In this 
perspective, data collection should not be seen as the ultimate goal of public participation. 
Instead, the utility of the intended participatory input for the planning research as well 
practice should be decisive.  
The relevance of expansive learning theory can be traced as short episodes of learning 
during the group discussion, especially through its focus on learning new practices while 
they are being created. Practitioners questioning their already existing organisational 
practice of data management, analysing its shortcomings as well as conveniences and 
generating a new, more adaptive practice can be given as an example (see Figure 3 in 
section 2.3). However, the completion of full cycles of expansive learning was not possible 
during the course of one session of social interaction. Regardless, the undefined nature of 
the implementation practice of citizens’ experiential input within the organisational 
dynamics of the CoL did not prevent the practitioners from generating new knowledge of 
organisational practices, as a more traditional learning theory would argue the contrary. 
Nevertheless, studying organisational practices and social side of the planning practice 
through communicative actions have been challenging. The dynamic nature of the learning 
process iteratively redefines the concepts and organisational practices to be learnt. 
Inserting the lens of a research project in the middle of an ongoing planning process falls 
short in fully recognising the previous episodes of learning, decision-making, knowledge 
generation and habit forming as there is much left unspoken. Although the toolset of 
research has been expanded with well-established methods of inquiry, e.g., focus group 
meetings, understanding how the practitioners as human beings shape the planning process 
has shown to be a challenge. Especially the difficulties in the visualisation of the dynamic 
redefinitions of organisational practices further complicate the attempts to surface the tacit 
knowledge and its conversions within the knowledge generation mechanism. 
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7 Conclusion 
The aim of this study was to explicate the lessons learnt about challenges of 
operationalising citizens’ experiences with travel into an integrated planning process in a 
mid-sized Nordic city, i.e., Lahti in Finland. The study aimed at unravelling the values and 
conceptions of planners while they are muddling through complexities and 
interdependencies of planning issues within organisational dynamics. 
Overall, the practitioners recognise the value of travel experience as a potentially useful 
planning concept. However, findings suggest that practitioners’ values concerning the 
implementation possibilities of travel experience are at a transition from instrumental 
rationality to communicative rationality ideals, framed by the usefulness and usability of 
experiences with travel. Practitioners inevitably tend to look for direct implementation 
possibilities using the immediately available technologies at hand, denoting an attempt to 
directly link the knowledge with action in a linear process. In this case, interpreting the 
meanings of the knowledge through a social process of reasoning together is undermined, 
limiting the possibilities for creating new organisational practices of operationalising the 
travel experience.   
Technologies at the disposal of planners mediate as well as shape the conceptions of 
planners on the implementation possibilities of travel experience. Findings have shown that 
the organisational practices in Lahti are not only affected by or created through the habits, 
values or the power relationships of the practitioners, but also heavily depend on the data 
management system in use. Additionally, this focus on the technology also represents itself 
as an opportunity for reconciling knowledge base difference of land use planners and 
transport planners. By collectively generating a common knowledge base, sectoral 
differences can be levelled. 
In this study, knowledge generation was considered as a central concept towards land use 
and transport planning integration. However, studying the knowledge generation process 
through communicative actions remains a difficult endeavour. This is partly due to the fact 
that tacit knowledge is difficult to surface and social sharing of the tacit knowledge is 
imperative to knowledge generation. Another reason for the difficulty is that planners do 
not always recognise the need for reflection if the action is repetitive and bound by habits. 
In those cases, sharing of experiential knowledge of planners is disrupted because the 
planner can skip the verbal explanation of the action completely. Last but not least, the 
lack of research methods that can explicate the very “human” side of the planning practices 
also contributed to the difficulty. The research process suggests that the ways in which 
institutional practices are materialised within the dynamic, adaptive and non-linear nature 
of the organisational learning model are difficult to capture, explicate and visualised.  
As expected, what can be achieved with one iteration of experiential case study analysis 
and within the timeframe of a master’s thesis is limited. Further research is needed to 
conduct a more systematic exploration of the ways human experience is made operational 
in the planning process, covering a longer period of time. More importantly, the repertoire 
of planning research should be expanded via further research to include research methods 
that can study and explicate how practitioners as humans shape the planning process, 
especially within the framework of action research and design sciences. These new 
methods should be developed in close collaboration between researchers and practitioners, 
emphasising an iterative and experiential research approach. In order to tackle the 
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difficulties in socialising the tacit knowledge of the practitioners, new visual methods 
introducing additional understanding of how planning practices in sociological terms are 
being formed should be developed. 
To conclude, in order to achieve a sustainable and human-centric mobility system that 
accounts for the travel experiences, transport planning needs to recognise its limitations 
and to expand its knowledge base. Integrated planning practices, shaped by communicative 
rationality ideals, can find ways to enable transition to sustainable travel modes without 
compromising the overall quality of travel and thus, quality of life. By tapping into 
planners’ values framed by socio-material contexts of organisations, re-thinking of the 
urban mobility system catering for positive experiences with sustainable modes of 
transport is possible.  
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Appendix 1. Survey Questions 
In Appendix 1, detailed breakdown of survey questions is provided.  
Legend: 
► Question (question type) 
 Option  
 Pop-up question, i.e., a follow-up question that appears only if the main 
question is answered (question type) 
 Help text for the question 
Pages: 
Welcome page 
Do you feel bored while you are in a bus? Do you change your route because you want to 
walk on a street you find relaxing? Do you have an idea about how to improve your 
everyday travel experience? 
By participating in this survey, your valuable knowledge about experiences while on the 
move in Lahti will help the City of Lahti to improve your everyday travel experience. 
This anonymous survey will take approximately 10-15 minutes to complete. You can quit 
the survey anytime you wish. 
By taking part in this survey, you have a chance of winning 1 of the 3 vouchers worth 50 
euros for ticket service of your choice. 
Need More Information? 
The survey is a part of a research project titled Urban Aesthetics in Motion in collaboration 
with Aalto University and University of Helsinki, funded by the City of Lahti. As an 
essential part of the survey, your answers will be used to reach a deeper understanding of 
travel experience. All your responses will remain strictly confidential and stored securely. 
For more information about this research or the survey, please contact [mail address 
undisclosed]. 
Ready to Participate? 
Your responses will be saved automatically after each answer you provide. By clicking the 
right arrow on the lower right corner of this page, you are stating that you consent to 
participate in the study being conducted. 
Page 1/6: Background information 
Please provide some background information. There is not any question that can be used to 
identify your identity. 
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► Gender (multiple choice)  
 Female  Male  Other 
► Age (multiple choice)
 6-17 
 18-24 
 25-29 
 30-34 
 35-39 
 40-44 
 45-49 
 50-54 
 55-59 
 60-64 
 65-70 
 70 and up 
 Prefer not to 
say 
► Monthly available household income (after taxation) (multiple choice) 
 Under 1000 euros 
 1001 - 2000 euros 
 2001 - 3000 euros 
 3001 - 4000 euros 
 4001 - 5000 euros 
 5001 - 6000 euros 
 6001 - 8000 euros 
 8001 - 10000 euros 
 More than 10000 euros 
 Prefer not to say 
► Highest level of education (multiple choice) 
 Basic level studies 
 Matriculation examination 
 Vocational diploma 
 Academic degree - Lower level university degree 
 Academic degree - Higher level university degree 
 Prefer not to say 
 
► ZIP code of the neighbourhood you live in (multiple choice)
 15100 
 15110 
 15140 
 15150 
 15160 
 15170 
 15200 
 15210 
 15230 
 15240 
 15300 
 15320 
 15340 
 15460 
 15500 
 15520 
 15540 
 15550 
 15560 
 15580 
 15610 
 15680 
 15700 
 15800 
 15810 
 15820 
 15830 
 15840 
 15850 
 15900 
 15950 
 16100 
 16160 
 19160
 
Page 2/6: Let's start by mapping some of your everyday places! 
Below is a list of your everyday places. Please mark on the map some of the places that 
you visit daily such as a grocery store, swimming hall, cafe, etc. 
Please note that the identity of an individual or the exact location of a home cannot be 
identified from the answers. If you do not want to provide the location of your home or 
other places, you can mark an approximate location such as the nearest street corner. 
► My home (drawbutton) 
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► My workplace (drawbutton) 
► Educational institutions (drawbutton) 
You can mark as many places as you wish for schools, daycares, early education 
centres, adult education centres, etc. 
► Grocery stores (drawbutton) 
You can mark as many places as you wish for grocery stores, supermarkets, etc. 
► Places for free time activities (drawbutton) 
You can mark as many places as you wish for museums, libraries, concert halls, 
craft centres, cafes, places of worship, etc. 
► Sports facilities (drawbutton) 
You can mark as many places as you wish for outdoor playing fields, gyms, 
swimming halls, etc.  
► Health and well-being centres (drawbutton) 
You can mark as many places as you wish for health clinics, childhood advice 
centres, dental clinics, etc. 
► Places for other activities (drawbutton) 
 Please specify: (open-text) 
Page 3/6: Now let's draw your routes in Lahti! 
Please think about different routes you take in Lahti. Using the button below, please draw 
as many routes as you wish.  
Please draw the route(s) as accurate as possible. If you do not remember the exact route, 
you can draw an approximate route. 
 
► My routes in Lahti (drawbutton) 
You can draw as many routes as you wish! 
 How do you evaluate your overall travel experience along the route? (range) 
 The trips work poorly, are of low standard and worst imaginable. - The 
trips work well, are of high standard and best imaginable. 
 I feel very bored, fed up and tired. - I feel very enthusiastic, alert and 
engaged.  
 I feel very stressed, worried and hurried. - I feel very relaxed, confident 
and calm. 
 What is the purpose of the route? (multiple choice) 
 Commuting or business-related 
 Going to school or a study-related event 
 Running daily errands (e.g., going to the post office) 
 Shopping 
 A social visit or a leisurely activity 
 If other, please specify: 
 Which transport mode do you use for this route? (Please choose all the 
applicable ones.) (multiple choice) 
 Walking 
 Cycling 
 Public transport 
 Taxi 
 Private car 
 If other, please 
specify: 
 How often do you take this route? (multiple choice) 
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 At least once a day 
 Several times a week 
 Several times a month 
 Once a month 
 Less frequent than 
once a month 
Page 4/6: Any important points along these routes? 
Please, think about the routes you have drawn in the previous question. Can you think of 
any important point that has an impact on your travel experience along these routes? 
These points can be related to anything: a building, a store, a tree or even an empty lot! 
Using the buttons below, please show us where these points are. You can pick which 
button to use based on if the point has a positive or negative impact on your travel 
experience. 
► A positive experience along your routes (drawbutton) 
You can mark as many points as you wish! 
 Is a transport mode related to this experience? If yes, please select all the modes 
that apply. (multiple choice) 
 Walking 
 Cycling 
 Public transport 
 Taxi 
 Private car 
 If other, please 
specify: 
 Please pick all the adjectives that help you describe your experience. (multiple 
choice) 
 serene 
 silent 
 cosy 
 beautiful 
 scenic 
 mysterious 
 clean 
 spacious 
 rich 
 impressive 
 trendy 
 raw/edgy 
 If other, please 
specify:
 
► A negative experience along your routes (drawbutton) 
You can mark as many points as you wish! 
 Is a transport mode related to this experience? If yes, please select all the modes 
that apply. (multiple choice) 
 Walking 
 Cycling 
 Public transport 
 Taxi 
 Private car 
 If other, please 
specify: 
 Please pick all the adjectives that help you describe your experience. (multiple 
choice) 
 chaotic 
 noisy 
 unpleasant 
 ugly 
 bleak 
 gloomy 
 messy 
 crowded 
 scarce 
 boring 
 out-of-date 
 smelly 
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 If other, please specify:
Page 5/6: Any suggestions for improvement? 
Do you have any suggestions for us on how to improve your daily life in Lahti? Please 
mark on the map already existing places or routes that you think need improvement or 
suggestions for new connections in Lahti. 
 
► A place that needs improvement (drawbutton) 
You can mark as many places as you wish! 
 Do you have any suggestions for us on how to improve the situation? (open-
text) 
► An existing route that needs improvement (drawbutton) 
You can draw as many routes as you wish! 
 Is a transport mode related to this experience? If yes, please select all the modes 
that apply. (multiple choice) 
 Walking 
 Cycling 
 Public transport 
 Taxi 
 Private car 
 If other, please 
specify: 
 Do you have any suggestions for us on how to improve the situation? (open-
text) 
► An new connection needed (drawbutton) 
You can draw as many connections as you wish! 
 Is a transport mode related to this experience? If yes, please select all the modes 
that apply. (multiple choice) 
 Walking 
 Cycling 
 Public transport 
 Taxi 
 Private car 
 If other, please 
specify: 
 Do you have any suggestions for us on how to improve the situation? (open-
text) 
Page 6/6: Done! 
Thank you for taking the time to answer this survey! Please do not forget to click on 
"Done" button in order to finish the survey. 
 
► Please provide your e-mail address if you wish to participate in the raffle for a 50 
euro voucher to Ticketmaster. Your e-mail address will not be associated with your 
answers in any way. (open-text) 
► Do you have anything you would like to share with us before finishing the survey? 
(open-text) 
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Appendix 2. Pre-set Discussion Themes of the Group 
Discussion 
The following are the themes set prior to the group discussion in order to set a framework 
for the discussion. Questions listed under each theme were only shown to the participants 
as a source of inspiration, but not asked directly. The word “planning” was written in 
brackets in some questions in the account of that some practitioners were not planners but 
involved in master planning, transport planning or land use planning. 
Theme 1: How would you analyse the collected data, in relation to your knowledge 
needs for your (planning) tasks? 
 How would you examine/study the data to uncover cause-effect relations or 
relationships between parts of it? 
 What kinds of (planning) tasks do you think would benefit more from 
understanding everyday places and travel experiences in Lahti? 
 What would be useful to know about everyday places or travel experience in Lahti? 
 What do you think is essential that you get out of this dataset, at a first glance? 
 Which part of the dataset do you think has potential for use for your (planning) 
tasks? 
 Which part of the dataset you do not find useful? 
 If you have a suggestion about how to analyse the data, can you give an example 
about how it can help you with a (planning) task? 
Theme 2: What would you need in order to make decisions based on knowledge that 
contains conflicting citizens’ evaluations? 
 How would you use the data from the survey when there is a disagreement from the 
citizens’ evaluation? What would be useful to know? 
 What would be the first piece of information you would want to see in the analysis, 
if you see conflicting evaluations for the same place? 
 How would you prioritise one type of evaluation over other?  
Theme 3: How would you communicate the results and make sure that they are useful 
to various stakeholders? 
 How would you show/transfer the data to your colleagues or other stakeholders? 
 What kinds of stakeholders would need to be communicated with? 
 What would be the first thing you wish to see when checking the data on a map? 
 What kind of knowledge should be communicated visually? 
 What kind of knowledge should be communicated non-visually?
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Appendix 3. Interaction Matrix of the Group Discussion 
The table below shows the number of interactions between group discussion participants. 
”from” column shows the participants who make a statement directed to a participant 
shown in the “to” row. If the participant who makes the statement is the same as the 
receiver, then it denotes an undirected statement; i.e. a statement that did not generate a 
reaction from another participant.  
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Appendix 4. Interaction Sequences of the Group 
Discussion 
A detailed breakdown of interactions between participants during the whole group 
discussion is presented in Appendix 4. 
Legend: 
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Sequences: 
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